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1616 HUMBOLDT AVENUE, WEST ST. PAUL, MN 55118
TUESDAY, JUNE 15, 2021
6:30 P.M.

COMMITTEE OF ADJUSTMENTS/PLANNING COMMISSION MEETINGS:
The Committee of Adjustments/Planning Commission meetings will be held in person in the Council
Chambers and will be open to the public with social distancing restrictions.
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A limited number of attendees will be allowed in the Council Chambers to view live meetings. Seats are
available on a first-come first-serve basis. Overflow seating is available in the lobby and Lobby
Conference Room.
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www.townsquare.tv/webstreaming during the posted meeting times. Meetings can be viewed on-demand
starting the day following the original airing at www.wspmn.gov/agendacenter. Items requesting public
input will offer a telephone call-in option during live broadcasts only. Please view meetings during their
original posted times to participate.
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2. Roll Call
3. Adopt Minutes
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If you need an accommodation to participate in the meeting, please contact the ADA Coordinator at
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WEST ST. PAUL PLANNING COMMISSION
Regular Meeting
The regular meeting of the West St. Paul Planning Commission was called to order by Chair on
Tuesday, May 18, 2021 at 6 30 pm in the Municipal Center Council Chambers, 1616 Humboldt
Avenue, West St. Paul, Minnesota 55118

Roll Call:

Morgan Kavanaugh, Dan McPhillips, Lisa Stevens, Tori Elsmore, Tim Haubrich, Samantha
Green
Commissioner Fransmeier had an excused absence.

Also Present: Melissa Sonnek, City Planner; Sharon Hatfield, Administrative Specialist; Amanda
Johnson, City Attorney; John Justen, Council Liaison
Adopt Minutes: Minutes from the January 19, 2021 meeting were approved.
PC Case 21-04 – A Conditional Use Permit Application to Allow an Electronic Graphic Display
Sign in a B4-Shopping Center District at 1365 Robert St- Albrecht Sign Co.
Sonnek talked about the conditional use permit application that was presented back in January by Tumble
Fresh to the Commission. It included a site plan and plat approvals. Tumble Fresh is again in front of the
Commission to request a conditional use permit to construct a monument-style sign with an electronic
graphic display board component. To the north of the site are office and residential uses. Augustana
Church is to the east, (B3.) The B4 district is to the south with Lucky China and Bingo Palace to the
southwest. The City allows graphic display signs in the commercial district, with a conditional use permit
as long as the applicant complies with a list of conditions. The applicant must obtain the conditional use
permit and the sign can operate only in static mode with no motions, animations or video displays. Any
changes in the displays must happen instantly with no distracting transitions. The minimum display time
is 8 seconds before transitioning. The display may use multiple colors but must not create any
distractions or hazards. Each line of text must be one consistent color. The sign must be at least 75 feet
away from any other electronic sign. The sign must fall into the 10-foot setback. City Staff does
recommend approval of the conditional use permit subject to the condition that the applicant apply and
obtain all applicable sign permits, and that the proposed signage complies with section 153.435 of the
zoning code.
Sonnek asked if the Commission Members had any questions.
Kavanaugh asked if the 10-foot setback allowed enough visibility for drivers existing the site. Sonnek
said yes, there is sufficient viewing room for cars to exist right. Kavanaugh asked if drivers pull up and
encroach on to the sidewalk. Sonnek showed the approximate location of the setback and the curb cut
which would remain the same in the new development. Haubrich asked about the placement of the turn
lane and sign. Sonnek responded that the entrance/exit would be a right in and a right out. If a driver is
taking a right in to the site, the sign will be on the driver’s right side. If the driver is taking a right out of
the site, the sign will be on their left side. Haubrich asked if Sonnek was satisfied with the setback
minimum and that the line of sight was not obstructed. Sonnek said absolutely. The 10-foot setback is a
standard requirement.
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McPhillips asked about the hours of operation. Sonnek said, “You stumped me!” She will look into it.
Green asked if lights on a monument sign need to be turned off or is it on all day. Sonnek said that it is
on 24 hour a day. That is primarily the reason why they are restricted to commercial districts, and not
allowed in residential areas. McPhillips was interested in the hours of sign operation; Sonnek said that
the applicant is permitted to have the sign on for 24 hours a day. McPhillips asked if Robert Street would
look like Las Vegas Boulevard with lights flashing. Sonnek does not have concerns about this; both the
Holiday and Cane’s have signs with the graphics and the changeable texts. There are a handful of them,
more so on the southern part of Robert Street. It is common for gas stations to have changeable texts for
things like the gas prices. McPhillips does not have concerns.
Kavanaugh commented on the dimensions of the sign. The proposed sign is 56 square feet; they are
allowed up to 200 square feet. They can have a sizeable sign. Sonnek talked about the B4 district. Some
shopping signs combine signs into one for multiple stores.
With no other comments or question from the Commission, Green opened the Public Hearing at 6:40 pm.
With no comments and questions from the public for the Commission, the Public Hearing was closed at
6:43pm.
Stevens commented that these signs are distracting when part of the sign is not functioning. Stevens
asked if there was anything in the ordinance requiring the signs to be fixed within a certain amount of
time. Sonnek said that she imagined the City would receive a complaint about the sign. The City would
ask that the sign be shut off until it were fixed. This is how City staff would handle the situation.
Haubrich made a motion to approve the application.
Kavanaugh seconded the motion.
The motion carried. 6 ayes, 0 nays

PC Case 21-05 – Ordinance Amending Section 153.171 Of the West St. Paul City Code Regarding
Tattoo, Body Piercing, and Body Art Establishments – City Of West St. Paul
Sonnek reviewed the application and gave some background. In January or December, the City had made
the change in code to allow microblading. Council has now asked staff to review this area of the code as
a whole to reduce the location restrictions for tattoo, body piercing and in general, body art
establishments. Sonnek said the code currently requires a minimum distance buffer of 800 feet. It
significantly limits where the establishments would be able to operate in the City. In the Smith Dodd
Area, there is some concern about reducing this distance with the proximity to single-family homes.
An option for the Commission is to consider in addition to reducing the minimum distancing requirement
could be to require the use be located in a building with minimum square footage of 50,000 square feet; it
would likely be limited to a multi-tenant building rather than a stand-alone.
Staff is asking the Commission to comment on the potential ordinance change and to have a Public
Hearing on the topic.
Green asked if there were any other type of businesses that have this type of requirement. Sonnek replied
that pawnshops have the 800-foot restriction... Bingo halls have a 600-foot restriction. Banquet halls
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have a 100-foot restriction from residential properties. Alternative financial institutions also require an
800-foot buffer. Green asked if bars and smoke shops have proximity limits. Sonnek replied that they do
not have the restriction. Green said that the bars and the smoke shops do not have the proximity
restrictions to a school, but tattoo establishments do. Sonnek confirmed this, assuming that both the
school and the tattoo shop were zoned commercial.
Haubrich asked about the limit of two licenses. Sonnek elaborated that the City has discussed limiting the
number of licenses similar to liquor licenses or regular business licenses. Microblading was opened up to
anywhere that allows hair salon or beauty establishments. There is still some interest, however in limiting
proximity for traditional tattooing and body art businesses. Sonnek asked the Commission about their
opinions regarding the current restrictions, (the 800-foot buffer.) The Commission could discuss limiting
the number of licenses allowed in the City or keep it as it is. This would be an ordinance amendment on
how the City regulates these establishments. The ordinance would be how the City regulates this type of
use, (as opposed to the application process.)
Haubrich asked Sonnek about what the actual distance currently is between the single-family residences
and the Doddway shopping center and what sort of distancing limitations would work with that area.
Sonnek stated that if the Commission wants to allow that type of use in the Doddway center and include
the distance requirements or limitations, it would not be possible, especially on the eastern portion of the
site. The property abuts directly on to single-family homes. Therefore, if the Commission is wanting to
allow this use in the Doddway Center, a possible option would be to still allow it through a conditional
use permit, but rather than having a minimum distance requirement the requirement would be to have the
use located within a building that is of a certain size. Such as a larger, multi-tenant building with a
minimum square footage of 25,000 or 50,000 square feet. The minimum distancing requirements could
be applied to the B3 and B4, and not apply to the B2 areas.
Kavanaugh asked if there were a legal or factual basis for the distance requirement for this particular use.
Sonnek said that it was based on the perception of this type of use. Whenever this type of code was
adopted or implemented, the type of establishment was perceived to be not desirable. Kavanaugh asked if
the City has any data regarding concerns with this type of use and if City staff felt it to be an acceptable
use. Sonnek said she could not speak for any data that was presented when the code was written;
however, with the increasing regulations and licensing from the Minnesota Department of Health
perspective, safety concerns with this use have decreased. Currently this establishment is not allowed in
the B2 zone. It is allowed conditionally in the B3 and the B4.
Stevens asked if there was any concern from the Police Department regarding the use. Sonnek said no
concern was expressed.
Elsmore asked if there were any interest in opening a tattoo establishment. Sonnek responded that
initially, there was no interest. Council wanted this portion of the code updated as a whole. Coincidently
the first night the item went before Open Council, Sonnek received an inquiry regarding the use being
allowed in the B2. Haubrich asked Council Liaison Julie Eastman, what the general opinion of the
Council was and what they are looking for. Johnson clarified by stating that recommendations are needed
from the Commission. The City could abandon a buffer altogether or establish districts where the use is
permitted. The Commission could decide if it were to be a conditional use or a straight allowed use.
Possible conditions are that the establishment follow the state guidelines and provides evidence of the
permits needed from the state perspective.
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With no other comments from the Commission, Green opened the Public Hearing at 6:56 pm.
With no comments or questions from the public, the hearing was closed at 6:58pm.
Green said she felt personally that a buffer is not needed. If the City does not need a buffer between a bar
and a residential property, there does not need to be a buffer with a tattoo parlor. A bar would create
more ruckus than a super-regulated business.
Green has no issues with the establishment being in the B2 zone. A small cute tattoo parlor would fit the
vibe the City was hoping for in building the Smith-Dodd area. She would recommend no buffer and
allow the use in all areas. It does not need to be a conditional use. Stevens agreed with Green. Tattoo
shops are more regulated now and the level of artistry and professionalism has increased. She does not
see West St. Paul attracting many tattoo establishments; she does not see a reason to restrict the number
of shops to two. McPhillips said that the City would not want six tattoo parlors. Stevens said that the
limit would not because of the concerning type of business but because the City does not want a “million”
tattoo parlors.
Kavanaugh said that the conditional use permit make sense because there are state licensing requirements
and other things needed. If the business did not comply with these conditions, the City could pull the
conditional use and not wait for the state to take action. Johnson confirmed this. Their recommendation
would be to keep it a conditional use for that reason. If the conditional permit were not in place, the City
would rely on the state to pull the permit. Green asked if there were the same stipulation for
microblading. Sonnek said she believed the City allowed it as a permitted use. The City removed the
licensing requirement from the City itself; it would be exclusively restricted to the Department of Health
[to pull their license.] Other conditional uses include massage and liquor licenses. These uses require a
permit as well as a business license.
Kavanaugh said that the limit of licenses is a helpful planning tool for the City if there is a vision for a
certain area. The City can also increase the number of licenses if there is a request. Stevens said that she
does not see why the City would have the limit for this business and not others. Kavanaugh said there is a
limit on pawnshops. Sonnek said there is a limit on the number of trash haulers in West St. Paul. The
maximum allowable is four trash haulers; the fifth trash hauler was grandfathered in. Stevens asked if
there were a limit on liquor licenses. Sonnek said there is a limit on the 3.2 liquor licenses.
Elsmore said the conditional use permit has been required before with other businesses with licenses. It
makes sense to Elsmore. Treating this business differently because of the type of business it is, does not
make sense to her. Picking a number like two or four is arbitrary. Green asked Sonnek for how many
requests the City has received to set up a tattoo parlor. Sonnek said that the use would only be allowed in
the location where Pawn America is currently. She has only had one inquiry from a few weeks ago. She
is not aware of any other requests. The location has been extremely limited to one location. Any
interested parties may have been deterred by the location limitation.
Green said after hearing from the recommendation from Johnson, the conditional use permit makes sense.
However, restricting it further does not make sense to Green. Stevens agreed with Green. Kavanaugh is
on board with the “no buffer;” he is fine with the B2 CUP.
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Kavanaugh would stick with staff recommendation on the limit of two licenses. This can be changed or
adjusted. Green said two is too little. Stevens does not understand why there is the limit. McPhillips said
it is the moral decay. Green asked where the number of two came from. Sonnek said that it is more than
one, which is more than what was allowed in that location. The limit could be raised. Green suggested
raising the limit to four. The limit of two would not encourage businesses to come to West St. Paul.
McPhillips would like to restrict the number to two. He likes Green’s idea of the parlor being in a small
quaint setting; he does not want it to be on Robert Street. He does not want to see one smack on Robert
Street with an electronic display sign. He would like it in a niche area. Green said it sounds like there is
a consensus that the conditional use permit makes sense. Allowing the use in the B2 makes sense. The
sticking point right now is how many they City allows. West St. Paul is big enough that there could be a
tattoo shop in Doddway and on Robert Street, or even further down on Robert Street, and they would not
crowd each other. Kavanaugh said that the limit could be changed in the future. Green said she is not
crazy about making more work for the Commission. There is a lot of previous work for them to do.
Stevens said that perhaps it was not work, but a way of making decisions about certain areas of the City
the Commission is trying to develop. Green asked about the incentive for people wanting to open a
business in West St. Paul while knowing about the limit of licenses. Kavanaugh said that Sola Salon had
this problem. Sonnek clarified that microblading caused the issue. It was just a matter of a five-minute
phone call to the City to see if Council was open to their business proposal. It is easy to start the
discussion piece. Kavanaugh asked about the conditional use permit and if the applicant can ask for the
code to be amended when they apply for the permit. Sonnek confirmed that permits have been reviewed
concurrent with ordinance changes previously. It is one more application. DARTS was a rezoning
example. It was an ordinance amendment as well as a site plan CUP. The City can run multiple
applications together. The timeline is very quick.
Green said she is willing to compromise to a limit of three licenses. Stevens added that the limit of two is
harsh. Haubrich said that City Staff recommended two (including the Police Chief). Stevens’s concern is
that the City is treating this use differently from other businesses.
Haubrich said that eliminating the 800-foot buffer and allowing more flexibility as to where they can go,
would open up a lot of doors. Kavanaugh commented the City treats businesses differently all over the
place in City Code. Stevens asked about the rationale behind this. Kavanaugh said that [the limit] would
be a planning tool for the City Planner. He would follow the recommendation; the limit of licenses is not
set in stone. The Commission can make changes. Green asked Kavanaugh to expand upon the rationale.
Kavanaugh said it is the same thinking behind the zoning districts and the rationale as to where businesses
can go in anywhere in the City. It is a tool for planning and development. Johnson commented that the
recommendation was to go slowly because the City does not have any evidence of problems with tattoo
parlors. There is no experience. When making a planning change, the City does not want a pendulum
swing from one end way over to the other side. The City will want to stage the change and be cautious.
This is probably the rationale behind the limit of two. Stevens said that she is fine with the
recommendation. McPhillips said this is a recommendation to Council; let them run it. The Commission
has made great strides. Green said she thinks it is still stigmatizing the business. Stevens agreed. Green
still thinks the limit of two is silly.
A motion was made by Kavanaugh to make a recommendation to City Council to amend the
ordinance to make the following changes: as pertains to the tattoo and body piercings and body art
establishments, eliminate the buffer requirement, include the B2 district, to continue to allow it as a
conditional use permit and to limit the number of licenses to two.
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McPhillips seconded the motion.
The motion carried, 6 ayes, 0 nays

PC Case 21-06 – Ordinance Amendment Regarding Off-Sale Liquor Establishments in the B2, B3,
and B4 Zoning Districts – City Of West St. Paul
Sonnek said this would be a potential ordinance amendment to allow off sale liquor in the B2 district. It
is allowed currently as a conditional use permit in the B3 and the B4. Staff did receive an inquiry for the
Smith Doddway Shopping Center, currently located in the B2 district. Currently the code allows the sale
as a CUP in the B2. Sonnek asked the Commission to discuss opening this use to a conditional use or a
permitted use in the B2 zoning district. Staff would like the Commission to discuss opening up the off
sale in the B2 district. Stevens asked about the concerns, and why this does not exist now.
Kavanaugh asked if there were already a liquor store in the B2, on Smith Avenue, (non-conforming use).
Green asked if this was the applicant. Sonnek said that staff could not confirm or deny this.
Sonnek went on to describe the districts. The B2 is the neighborhood business/quaint shops. The B3 is
the standalone businesses on a slightly bigger scale. The B4 is the shopping center on a larger scale
further removed from residential areas. Sonnek said there are two different types of [liquor sales] license.
A business can have a 3.2 and a full liquor license. There is a limit of six licenses for the 3.2. Sonnek
said she believed that mostly gas stations have this type of license. Speedway, Wal-Mart and Hy-Vee
have the 3.2 license.
Haubrich asked if there were any concerns with the existing liquor store in the B2. Sonnek said that the
establishment has been there for a very long time, and there have been no recent (past year) police calls or
reports about that property. Green said it made sense to have a small liquor store near Oxendale’s
Market. Kavanaugh commented that Grand Avenue has a number of liquor stores; it is considered a
neighborhood business district. They do not seem to have issues.
With no other comments from the Commission, Green opened the meeting to the Public Hearing at 7:36
pm.
With no questions or comments from the public, Green closed the Public Hearing at 7:37pm and brought
the discussion back to the Commission.
McPhillips said Grand Avenue along with Arcade Avenue and Kane Avenue, have a variety of liquor
stores and they seem to function fine.
McPhillips made a motion to put a liquor store in the B2 area. Discussion followed.
Kavanaugh said there was note about having it a permitted use. Sonnek said that it is currently a
conditional use in the B3 and the B4. If the Commission would like to continue in that manner, it
would be a conditional use in the B2, B3 and the B4.
Kavanaugh added a friendly amendment to allow liquor stores in the B2 as a conditional use.
McPhillips accepted the friendly amendment.
Kavanaugh seconded the motion.
The motion carried. 6 ayes, 0 nays
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New Business – Recognition of Cable Caster Mike Lamm
Green wanted to thank Mike, for his years of service broadcasting the Planning Commission meetings.
This was Mike’s last meeting. He does a great job with the broadcast and dealing with the shenanigans of
this meeting. Green wished him luck in his future endeavors.

Sonnek added that he has been at his job for two decades. The many technological changes the building
has gone through the years is something Sonnek cannot begin to imagine. He has been at City Hall for
every meeting. He comes in an hour early to deal with the broadcast set up; all Sonnek had to do is put in
her flash drive and begin. Mike is able to read Sonnek’s mind and know exactly what to do during the
presentations and when to do them. Mike has made Sonnek’s job easier and smooth for the viewer’s at
home. The City of West St. Paul will miss Mike.

Old Business - NA

Other - NA

Adjourn
A motion was made to adjourn the meeting at 7:39pm.
The motion carried. All ayes.

Respectfully submitted,
Sharon G. Hatfield
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Planning Commission Report
To:

Planning Commission

From:

Melissa Sonnek, City Planner

Date:

June 15, 2021

PC Case 21-07 – Preliminary and Final Plat Review for 1140 Robert St. –
Wakota Life-Care Center
REQUEST:
Dan Saad, of Wakota Life-Care Center, is requesting a preliminary and final plat review of the existing
two parcels located at 1140 Robert Street South. A preliminary plat was approved in January of 2020
with the site plan and conditional use permit. However, since the final plat was not approved within 12
months a new submittal/review of the preliminary plat is necessary in addition to the final plat.
ATTACHMENTS:
Application and Public Notice
Plat Drawings
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EXISTING LAND USES AND ZONING:

Subject Property
Properties to North

Land Use
Medical Office
Commercial

Zoning
B3, General Business
B3, General Business

(Dulce Mex)

Properties to East
Properties to South

Single-Family Homes
Commercial

R1, One Family Residential
B3, General Business

(Crown Trophy)

Properties to West

Commercial

B3, General Business

(Hometown Tire)

ANALYSIS:
Plat Summary
Gross Acres – .35
Proposed Number of Lots – One
Easements ~ 10 ft. against Robert St. and 5 ft. against interior property lines
Right-of-Way ~ 40 ft. half ROW on Robert St.
Easements and Right-of-way
The proposed plat dedicates 10 feet of drainage and utility easements along Robert Street. As well as 5
feet of drainage and utility easements along all interior property lines. These are the standard easements
requested by the City.
However, since the zoning code allows for a zero foot lot line setback, the portions of the building that
meet the zero foot setback would no longer require a drainage or utility easement. Therefore, City Staff
is recommending as a condition of approval that prior to recording the final plat, that the applicant revise
the final plat to remove the 5 foot drainage/utility along the interior property lines which are covered by
the building.

ENGINEERING REVIEW:
The City Engineer reviewed the plat applications and stated the following requirement:
1. Permits from all regulatory agencies must be obtained.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the preliminary and final plat for 1140 Robert St. subject to the
submitted preliminary plat drawing and the following conditions:
1. The applicant shall ensure that all permits are applied for and obtained through all regulatory
agencies,
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2. The applicant shall revise the final plat to remove the 5 foot drainage/utility easements along the
interior property lines which are covered by the building, and
3. The applicant shall record the final plat at Dakota County prior to issuance of a certificate of
occupancy,
4. The applicant shall also record the Stormwater Management Facilities agreement after recording
the final plat, and
5. The applicant shall pay the appropriate park dedication fees prior to the issuance of a certificate
of occupancy.

TIMELINE:
June 15: Planning Commission Recommendation (Public Hearing)
June 28: City Council Review
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1616 Humboldt Avenue
West St. Paul, MN 55118
651-552-4100
www.wspmn.gov

CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL, MN
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
The listed item below will be a Public Hearing at the Planning Commission meeting Tuesday,
June 15, 2021 at 6:30 p.m.:
PC Case 21-07 – Preliminary and Final Plat Review for One Parcel Located at 1140
Robert Street South – Wakota Life-Care Center, Inc.
If you have any questions regarding the hearing item listed above, please contact Melissa
Sonnek, City Planner at (651) 552-4134.
Daniel Nowicki
Interim City Clerk
Published:

May 30, 2021
Twin Cities Pioneer Press

Posted:

May 26, 2021
City of West St. Paul
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Planning Commission Report
To:

Planning Commission

From:

Melissa Sonnek, City Planner

Date:

June 15, 2021

Robert Street Renaissance Plan Update and Zoning Code Review
REQUEST:
With the influx of recent redevelopment, several related discussions and plan reviews have prompted
new discussions on the interpretation and utilization of the Robert Street Renaissance Plan Update
accepted in 2017. Many of the plan components were implemented and formally codified into the
zoning code, however some components were left as recommendations.
The plan update is still intended to be used as a guiding document between staff and interested
development and redevelopment parties. However, City Council would like to see a review, discussion,
and possible recommendations of how applicable remaining components of the plan should be
incorporated into the zoning code.
The Renaissance Plan Update is about 50 pages of dense material. Therefore, City Staff is breaking
down the material into smaller, manageable topics. Over the course of the next few Planning
Commission meetings, City Staff will be bringing portions of the plan to the Commission for review,
discussion, and possible recommendations to Council.
Below is the first topic: Pedestrian Oriented, including a list of design concept recommendations from
the plan update (left column) and their comparison to the current zoning code (right column).
ROBERT STREET RENAISSANCE PLAN UPDATE vs ZONING CODE
Area of Focus - Pedestrian Oriented
Robert Street Renaissance Plan Update
Require parking lot exposure to sidewalks be
no more than 180ft. on Robert and no more
than 60ft. on other adjacent streets
High quality screening/buffering along the
edges of parking lots

Requires plazas or similar spaces at the ends of
parking lots and in front of buildings

Current Zoning Code
No minimums or maximums around parking lot
street frontage
If parking is located up to the front, side, or rear
property line, there must be a wall, fence, or wall
that physically limits vehicles from extending over
the property line
No requirements for public plaza space

1|Page

Requires sidewalk to be a minimum of 10ft
wide

Require a certain amount of front property line
to have storefront that activates the sidewalk

Sidewalks are not required, when constructed
sidewalks are 5-6ft wide and trails are 8-10ft wide.
Dependent on room available and amount of road
traffic as well as if the road is owned by the City or
the County. Also reviewed per the Complete Streets
policy.
No requirements around storefronts in relation to
sidewalks

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff is requesting the Commission review the above listed comparisons between the plan update and the
zoning code and identify one or two key concepts and/or recommendations that should be incorporated
into the zoning code.
ATTACHMENTS:
Cunningham Group Memo – 01/17/2017
Robert Street Renaissance Plan Update – Accepted 06/26/2017
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Memorandum
To:
From:
Project:
Project
Number:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Boike
Andrew Dresdner, AICP
Robert Street Renaissance Plan Update

Update
Jan 10, 2017

Copy To:

Background:
Between early 2015 and summer 2016, Cuningham Group worked with the Project Advisory
Committee, City Council, and the general Public to develop the Robert Street Renaissance
Plan Update (DRAFT).
We developed several Drafts for review throughout the winter and Spring 2016. The Aug 22
Draft represents, in our opinion, a document that balances concerns and strikes a balance. We
recognize that it is not perfect for everyone because everyone is asked to compromise, but we
do believe it is a solid Plan.
This document represents a reasonable vision for redeveloping a major artery in West Saint
Paul. The Plan is responsive to what we heard from stakeholders and it is informed by market
studies.
While it is responsive to these forces, it is important to note that it is a Planning Document and
therefore it is forward looking. It takes into account trends and ambitions as well as current
best practices from around the region and the country. And it takes a long view of change. In
that regard the Plan, like all good Plans, tries to take a comprehensive and broad view of
development; not a site by site perspective that often results in piecemeal development
patterns.
The Plan represents a desire and a need to reinvest in the corridor. Reinvestment is critical
because Robert Street, as a commercial street, is no longer as competitive as it used to be. Its
status as a regional draw has diminished. At the same time, West Saint Paul, by virtue of its
strategic location is becoming more desireable for housing and residential. So while it
commercial uses are still viable, Robert Street’s trade area has changed (and continues to
change) and the competitive landscape has also changed due to regional growth and outlying
competition that did not exist during the first and second generation of development of Robert
Street.
And finally, as the Robert Street reconstruction project nears completion, there is a great
opportunity in front of West Saint Paul to reset the marketplace and to reinvigorate its image
in the region. Upon completion, we will all look at Robert Street with fresh eyes. This is a
once in a generation opportunity to reset the table and to guide development in a manner that
best serves the community.
Therefore, this Plan proposes a strategy that changes the playing field. Instead of competing
against other communities in Dakota County for large scale retailers and developers by being
closer to more affluent customers and generally more accessible to more people in the region,
The Plan recommends West Saint Paul transform the image and pattern of Robert Street by
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adjusting land uses, strategically investing in certain places, and creating an avenue that has
greater amenity value. Doing so has proven to be a strong strategy for creating lasting value.
Specifically:
1. The Plan recommends introducing housing onto and around Robert Street. Introducing
residential onto the avenue can have several positive effects. It can meet a growing
demand for housing in West Saint Paul. It can add people and a pedestrian presence to
the avenue. And finally, additional residents can add buying power to the community;
which will in turn enhance the appeal of Robert Street for business such as restaurants
and daily goods and services – the type of things residents say they would like to see
more of in the community.
2. The Plan recommends creating areas of mixed use at Signal Hills and the Town
Center. These two areas present the possibility to create compact walkable areas with
amenities that will attract investors and customers and serve the current residents of
West Saint Paul as well as new residents.
It should be noted that the ideas for Signal Hills and Town Center are updates from
the previous Renaissance Plan. Ten years ago, similar ideas were suggested and were
represented in the Plan as concept plans. It should also be noted that these two areas
are very different. Signal Hills is a single owner on one side of Robert Street, while
Town Center is multiple property owners on both sides of the Street (some of which
are owned by the City).
At the August 22 City Council Meeting, the Plan was brought forward for discussion and
consideration. There was not majority PAC support for the Plan at that time. Half of the PAC
members supported it and recommended adoption; half did not.
At that meeting, Council agreed to accept the Plan, but not to approve it. Instead, they agreed
to receive it and schedule a worksession with the PAC to work out issues in an effort to move
it towards adoption. Thus the purpose of this meeting.
There appear to be three main areas of conflict/concern
The Plan is not Market Driven
The plan takes into account the two market studies. One for the North Gateway and one for
the Town Center. As well as an Urban Land Institute (ULI) Study for Signal Hills.
the Town Center market study cites
 “the study area is in a strong position to capture future retail development”
 “identified store categories with the strongest opportunities for growth are full service
restaurants and apparel. Each of these categories respond to highly amenitized
spaces”
 “although the study area is best positioned to capture retail …it is important to
understand the demand for multi-family housing is very strong.”
 “if the study area is envisioned to transform into a true town center district with retail
uses that bring people together, then strategic parcels should be protected from
development.”
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The North Gateway Study cites:
 “the study area has several advantages that make it a strong locations for multifamily
housing.”
 “if significant amenity cannot be introduced into the study area, then we believe there
is little demand for additional retail given the poor performance of newer retail space
near the study area. Under this scenario, we would recommend focusing
development in the study area almost entirely on housing.”
 “any retail uses should be oriented to an intersection, preferable one that is signalized
to help capture more motorist attention. We would recommend the southwest corner
of Annapolis and Robert…”
 “although the study has a foundation for being at a human scale, it currently lack a
place of interest.”
 “Emerson Hill is the market leader in Northern Dakota County with an average rent
per square foot of $1.20….this explains the high level of finishing found in the units.”
 “calculated demand for multifamily housing in the study area through 2020 suggests
that up to 70 units of market rate rental, 200 units of affordable rental, and 50 units of
condominiums/townhomes could be supported.”
The ULI Report on Signal Hills recommends:





“retail should be positioned where it can be seen from Robert Street, at the front of the
site.”
“Housing could include single-family homes to the back (west) part of the properties,
backing into the sign-family neighborhood that is behind it…”
“three- or four-story apartments and some townhouses would be appropriate uses on
the interior of the site.”
“a pocket park, a water element of some kind, and/or a walkway would create
connection to the neighborhood to the west and make the site more attractive for
renters/owners and shoppers.”

The Plan contradicts or goes against the wishes of the Signal Hills Property owner
The Plan is a long term vision for one of the largest underdeveloped properties in the region.
The Signal Hills property is approximately 40 acres. Currently it has approximately 130,000 sf
of retail upon it as well as a Kmart which recently announced it will be closing. Upon closure,
the 40 acre site will be half vacant (the Strip center with 130,000 sf of retail, sits on the
southern half of the site).
The Plan offers two options for the Signal Hills Site. One redevelops half of the site, the other
redevelops the entire site. The alternative that redevelops half of the site (the north and vacant
half) would not impact the operations of retailers on the south half of the site. This aspect of
the plan was developed and included in response to concerns from the Signal Hills property
owner as he strongly expressed a desire to respect and protect the existing tenants.
Furthermore, we believe redevelopment of the north half of the site (as shown in the plan) can
enhance the overall value of the site and surrounding properties – which is one of the primary
purposes of undergoing a Planning process – to increase investor confidence in an area.
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The Plan does not force the property owner to do anything against their will. In effect, the Plan
tells the property owner that he will have a partner in the City if and or when he decides to
redevelop the site – half of it or all of it. Should the property owner choose to leave the north
half of the site vacant and the south half as a strip center, while not supported by this plan it is
also not prohibited.
Individual businesses are free to continue operations and to negotiate leases and property
improvements with the property owner regardless of the Plan. We anticipate the current
businesses in Signal Hills (Kmart notwithstanding) will remain in place and profitable as long
as they remain competitive and the site serves the businesses. Should the business eventually
find a better location and lease (in West Saint Paul or elsewhere), the property owner is still
permitted to seek new tenant.
Depending on the property owners desires, they may seek new tenants and operates the center
as is, or someday they may want to redevelop. This Plan is an invitation, not a mandate to
redevelop.
The Plan does not fit West Saint Paul because it is too ambitious.
It is true that the Plan presents a departure from existing patterns of West Saint Paul. It is true
that the Plan recommends changes to what is currently permitted or encouraged along Robert
Street.
All design projects have to take a position on how much the solution either blends into the
surroundings or stands apart from the surroundings. The study area was drawn to include the
properties in West Saint Paul that are likely to change over the next 20 years – namely the
non-residential properties that are more susceptible to market forces.
The Plan blends into the existing context by recommending street extensions and connections
into the stable and unchanged neighborhoods to the east and west of the corridor. This will
allow residents to get to destinations along the corridor and new residents on the corridor to
easily visit family and friends in the neighborhoods. It also blends into the surrounding area
by recommending that the greatest density and change occur along the corridor itself – a
distance from the low scale urban neighborhoods to the east and west, allowing the lower
density to be located adjacent to the single family neighborhoods
However, the Plan departs from the context by changing land uses along the corridor and by
introducing a development pattern unseen in much of West Saint Paul. This development
pattern (more dense, narrow streets, public space) is typical of Town Center development and
walkable neighborhoods throughout the region and the country. So, while it is indeed a
departure, we also believe it is a pattern that is sustainable, desireable, and will give long term
value to the community.
Ultimately the plan will fit into the community if the development is embraced by the
community. Here it is the responsibility of the City to encourage / require developers to work
with the community to ensure new developments serve the community. This can be done any
number of ways – through public meetings, development agreements, development approval
and plan review. A City’s ability to encourage a certain type of development is directly related
to the strength and clarity of the City’s vision, its community support and the amount of
financing and or approvals are needed from the city. If a project requests or requires City
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approvals or City funding, the City has a greater ability to influence that particular project –
which is why direct City action often results in projects that are more closely embraced by the
community.
END OF MEMO

[Replace With Preparer's Initials]/ [Replace With Typist's initials]
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1. Executive Summary

Robert Street is the backbone of West Saint Paul.
It impacts all aspects of life in West Saint Paul – from how people move around to how
they go about their daily activities of life to how they are perceived by visitors and
investors. Not only does it run the full 2.5-mile length of the City, touching 9% of the
City’s properties and comprising 15% of the City’s land, it drives the community’s tax
base, its quality of life and both it’s internal and external identity.

A Crucial Time for Robert Street

Robert Street Today

A healthy Robert Street is critical to a healthy West Saint Paul.
With reconstruction of Robert Street complete 2017, there
exists an opportunity to redefine the role of Robert Street in
the City and an opportunity to use a “new” Robert Street as a
catalyst for broader community improvements. In doing so,
Robert Street can become a magnet for new investments that
will strengthen the City’s tax base, regional competitiveness,
and overall livability.

The Robert Street corridor is in transition. Once a popular and
beloved regional commercial strip, Hwy. 52 and the growth
of Woodbury, Eagan, and Mendota Heights had a profound
impact on Robert Street and West Saint Paul. In the past 30
years, regional retail dollars have dispersed and Robert Street is
no longer the primary retail option in Dakota County.

While the first Robert Street Renaissance Plan (2000) allowed
significant progress in improved quality of development, much
has changed. Larger demographic trends, proposed regional
transit investments, and local projects are coalescing in a way
that make it possible for new investments in the right places
and in the right forms to greatly improve the character and
strength of Robert Street - allowing the City to compete and
succeed in ways that it is currently is not.

As Robert Street goes, so goes West Saint Paul.

Robert Street is still a viable location for successful retail
- however it has to reinvent itself. It has to become more
condensed, defined and integrated into the fabric of the
community. At the same time, Robert Street itself has to
become more than a convenient place to shop. It has to reestablish itself in the community as a beloved place; a place in
the community that exudes pride and respect.
While successful new development has occurred since
2000, large portions of Robert Street are suffering from
disinvestment; they are slow to reinvent themselves. Not
only are West St. Paul citizens not proud of how parts of the
corridor look, they are concerned about how it will serve them
in the future.
And yet, there is much potential. Robert Street has inherent
advantages that position it well for a dramatic transformation:

Robert Street

Downtown Minneapolis

DOWNTOWN
ST. PAUL

Hwy 52

WEST ST. PAUL

Robert Street

Downtown Saint Paul

I-494

Robert Street Commercial Land and Access
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•

Robert Street itself is a direct regional connection to the
economic hub of downtown St. Paul.

•

The surrounding neighborhoods are made up of affordable
single family housing that is turning over with remarkable
speed.

•

Numerous large parcels of underutilized land along the
corridor make it a prime location for redevelopment.

•

Important new investments, from both inside and
outside forces, are headed to Robert Street: the improved
streetscape in progress, upgrades to mass transit, plans for
a new regional trail, and funding opportunities for muchneeded urban housing.

How West St. Paul takes advantage of its assets and makes use
of proposed investments along Robert Street will impact how
successful they are in staying competitive in the upcoming
decades.

1. Executive Summary

Regional and National Trends
Strong urban growth in the Metro core and first-ring suburbs is projected to continue
for at least the next 30 years, while growth on the outer fringes is slowing – a
complete turnaround from the growth patterns of several decades prior to 2010.
Offering lower cost housing than the core cities, first-ring suburbs all over the
country are competing to attract this population influx, made up mostly of Baby
Boomers and Millennials. These groups need and want different lifestyles than most
suburban environments can offer: places where they can live, play, work, and stay
throughout each phase of their life. This means providing a range of transportation
options, employment styles, and housing types, as well as developing places with
character not only for shopping but for gathering and entertainment opportunities
as well. The communities that evolve to meet these needs will be those that are
successful.

What this Plan Accomplishes
This Plan puts in place the necessary vision and supporting policies to help transform
Robert Street from a useful place to a beloved place. The Plan:
•

Supports apartment and condominium housing in the northern portion of
South Robert Street. This will allow the neighborhoods to bridge the corridor and
become a strong gateway into the City.

•

Encourages full redevelopment of the Signal Hills site with a mix of housing
types, retail opportunities, and transit connections. The 40 acre site is one of the
most attractive in the region offering opportunities to create a transit oriented
development in the middle of healthy neighborhoods.

•

•

Provides direction for creating a Town Center between Wentworth and Thompson.
By integrating a new regional trail, potential civic uses, redevelopment of the Golf
Course, a and additional mixed use development, West Saint Paul will have a lively
downtown that can become the civic and commercial heart of the City.
Directs all new development along the corridor to present a positive face to the
corridor, reinforcing City and States investment in the soon to be completed
reconstruction of Robert Street.

The updated Robert Street Renaissance Plan will strengthen the City’s backbone
by directing reinvestment along the corridor that will leverage the city’s positive
qualities and spark redevelopment. The West St. Paul community has greater hopes
and dreams for how Robert Street can look and function in the future – for how it
can generate economic prosperity and be a place that people from around the region
want to visit, to shop, and to live. The overall quiet, suburban character of the City
will stay the same but investing in critical nodes and implementing new zoning will
stimulate improvements that will bring new life to Robert Street and lift West St
Paul into a competitive position. The next 30 years will bring massive change to the
entire Metro; this Plan will help West St. Paul attract the developments and make the
community investments necessary to create an attractive, healthy, livable corridor
that can meet the needs of both today and tomorrow.

Goals

1. Create Identifiable
Places
Identifiable places are will
help create a corridor that
is memorable, recognizable,
and organized. Without
differentiation along the
corridor, the corridor will not
be unique and will not attract a
range of investments.

2. Have a Balanced Mix of
Retail and Housing
The Corridor needs a range
of activities and uses to meet
the increasingly diverse and
varied populations of West
Saint Paul.

3. Attract New Businesses,
Residents, and Visitors
Attracting new residents and
businesses to the community
will keep West Saint Paul
competitive and healthy.
Growth is important to a
strong tax base and high
quality amenities.

What was (and was not) accomplished from the original Renaissance
Plan?
Major Items accomplished from the Original Plan

•

Reconstruction of Robert Street, including center medians and
streetscape

•

Modifications to zoning code on items such as signage, building location,
building design, access, landscaping

•

Property acquisitions for redevelopment of larger parcels

•

Several redevelopments (primarily big box) between Imperial Emerson
and Marie

•

Introduction of mixed-use zoning districts on Robert St.

Major items not accomplished

•

Signal Hills Redevelopment

•

Town Center Redevelopment

•

With the exception of 993 Robert (Sherman), residential infill on Robert
St.
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4. Provide Places for
Community Gathering and
Entertainment
Providing places for gathering
and entertainment helps
create positive memories and
strong social bonds. This will
in turn increase loyalty to the
community and help differentiate
Robert Street from other
corridors in the region.

5. Make it Safe and
Attractive to Get Around
on all Modes
A transportation system that
allows more people more ways
to access the businesses on
Robert Street will support
the creation of a strong local
economy.

How should this Plan be used
This Plan has two primary purposes. It should be used to guide development
along Robert Street and it should be used to attract development. The
document guides development with clear expectations for a new pattern
of redevelopment - a pattern that is more urban, more walkable, and more
transit friendly. At the same time, this document should also be used to
attract private development. To that end, it is an “invitation to partner” with
the City. The transformation of Robert Street will rely on public/private
partnerships , all working towards a clear vision. By inviting partners to
invest in the City, this document is an important step in this transformation.

1. Executive Summary

Overall Corridor Strategies

Land Use Recommendations

1. Create Four
Neighborhoods

2. Mixed Use Places
AnnapolisSt
North Gateway

Creating four
neighborhoods or
character areas will lend
clarity and direction
for potential investors,
sense of pride for existing
residents and businesses,
and improve wayfinding
for visitors.

Land Use and Circulation Recommendations

Signal Hills

Town Center

Mixed use places that
are served by transit,
walkable, and have high
quality public spaces and
amenities will integrate
housing and retail to
create new amenities for
the City.

T

Butler St

AnnapolisSt

Butler St
T

Moreland Ave

Moreland Ave

Imperial Dr

Imperial Dr

South Gateway

Thompson Ave

3. “Bridge” Robert
Street

Wentworth Ave

4. Organize and
Reinvent Retail
Neighborhood

In order to connect
across Robert Street
and transform Robert
Street from a barrier
to a place that unifies
the community, effort
should be made to bridge
Robert Street. This
can happen in many
places and many ways.
Improved intersections,
buildings that face each
other, underpasses and
overpasses in appropriate
locations are some of the
ways the City can “bridge”
Robert Street.

In order to retain retail
competitiveness, the Plan
recommends a reinvention
and reorganization of
retail along the corridor
so it is more responsive
to the local and regional
customer base. Retail
uses along Robert Street
should be organized so
they complement each
other and do not compete
against each other.

T

T

Lothenbach Ave

Thompson Ave
Wentworth Ave

Lothenbach Ave
River to River
Greenway

Marie Ave

Marie Ave
T

Surrounding Communities

Mendota Rd

Mendota Rd

Regional

Opportunities for mixed-use nodes
that integrate retail, housing and
public open space.

T

Transit node
Locations to improve pedestrian
crossing of Robert Street.

Opportunities to introduce housing
onto Robert Street.
Approximate locations of new
connections.

Opportunities to organize and
condense retail so it is more accessible
and pedestrian friendly.

T
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1. Executive Summary

Specific Catalytic Interventions

Features

What does this Plan say about private property

•

Medium Density housing that
creates a comfortable walkable
street.

•

Limited retail or restaurant
on the ground floor of a mixed
use building at Annapolis.

The purpose of this Plan is to guide, not dictate
development. Images throughout the Plan depict
potential development on both public and private
property. They are not development proposals, but rather
ideas about how concepts in the Plan can be realized with
potential new developments.

•

Potential realignment of
Hurley Street to increase
greenspace.

North Gateway

North Gateway

Features

Signal Hills

Signal Hills

•

A redeveloped site brings
retail closer to Robert Street
and introduces housing and
open space onto the site.

•

A community park in the
middle of the development
for gathering and farmers
market.

•

High frequency, high quality
transit integrated into the
redevelopment at Orme and
Robert Street.

Town Center

The Town Center

Features

note: the images on this page illustrate one Alaternative for North
Gateway, Signal Hills and Town Center. Please refer to Section 4 for
more detailed descriptions of all three areas.
DRAFT June 12, 2017
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•

Safe and comfortable trail
crossing of Robert Street.

•

Perpendicular views and
access from the “lake to the
hill”.

•

New development on
Robert Street that creates
a comfortable pedestrian
environment.

•

Crawford Street extended
from Wentworth to
Thompson.

It is important to note that the Plan relies on private
property owners, developers, the City of West Saint Paul
and other partners working together to bring investment
to the City. Very few of the ideas in this Plan (especially
on this page) can be realized without several parties
coming together. The ideas on this page can be considered
a strong starting point for potential partnerships.
Private property owners will maintain control of their
property throughout the life of this Plan. This Plan
does not advocate use of eminent domain or any form
of property takings. Instead, the Plan encourages
redevelopment that is more human scaled, walkable,
transit friendly and aesthetically appealing than what
currently exists throughout parts of the corridor. The
purpose of encouraging such development is to create
an environment that residents of West Saint Paul can be
proud of.

2. Project Background
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Site Location

Downtown
St. Paul

ROSEVILLE
MAPLEWOOD

GOLDEN VALLEY
LAKE ELMO

OAKDALE
Downtown
Minneapolis

ST. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS

ST. PAUL

ST. LOUIS PARK

Downtown
St. Paul

EDINA

WOODBURY

SOUTH
ST. PAUL

Airport
RICHFIELD

MENDOTA
HEIGHTS

MENDOTA
HEIGHTS

WEST
ST. PAUL

SUNFISH
LAKE

BLOOMINGTON

EAGAN

Robert Street

WEST
ST. PAUL

Robert Street

Study area

SOUTH
ST. PAUL

COTTAGE
GROVE

INVER
GROVE
HEIGHTS

0

Location of West St. Paul and Robert Street within the Twin Cities Metro Region
The City of West St. Paul is a first-ring suburb located immediately south of the capitol city of
St. Paul. Robert Street runs the entire 2.5-mile length of the city and it a direct link from the
outer suburbs to downtown St. Paul, a hub for employment.

0.75

1.5

Miles
3

¯

SUNFISH
LAKE
INVER
GROVE
HEIGHTS

Robert Street Study Area within West St. Paul
Robert Street is the backbone of West St. Paul, comprising 85% of commercial land in the city.
The study area includes all parcels touching the street, as well as other significant portions of
land that are considered to be a part of the corridor.
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2. Project Background

Site History & Context

DOWNTOWN
ST. PAUL

Rosedale
Mall

DOWNTOWN
MINNEAPOLIS

University Avenue

DOWNTOWN
ST. PAUL

I-494

Hwy 52

WEST ST. PAUL

Robert Street

Robert Street

Woodbury

Mall of
America

Eagan Town
Center

I-494

0

0.75

1.5

Miles
3

¯

Commercial Land in the Twin Cities Metro

Robert Street is one of many commercial
corridors in the Twin Cities metro region. With
800,000 square feet of retail, it is a significant
land use in the City of West Saint Paul and, as
indicated on the map above, has a noticeable
footprint in the region.
As Robert Street developed since it was a country
road in the late 1800s, it took different forms
to meet the changing needs of its citizens and
customers. The northern portion dates to the
streetcar days, which is evidenced by its small

Robert Street Commercial Land and Access

parcels, narrower right-of-way, and neighborhood
feel. The middle portion, highlighted by the Signal
Hills mall, developed during the 1950’s when
private car ownership exploded and “the strip”
was the desired development pattern. In the
1960’s and beyond, the car-oriented development
continued to increase in extent and scale to
accommodate the ever-increasing dependence
on vehicles. During this time, Robert Street was
a popular regional shopping district. But by the
early 1990s, with the construction of Hwy 52 and
the subsequent development of the communities

further out from the city center, Robert Street
lost its place to newer shopping centers like Eagan
Town Center and the Mall of America.
While commercial use on Robert Street takes up
a significant land footprint, it does not have the
draw that it once did. Now, rather than attracting
customers from the larger metro region, it
serves mostly West St. Paul residents and the
immediately surrounding communities.
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But the city is in the right position to make
itself competitive in the region once more. Its
immediate connection and close proximity
to downtown St. Paul makes it a potentially
attractive place for new residents who want an
easy commute.

¯

2. Project Background

What the First Robert Street Renaissance Plan Accomplished

Annapolis St
Redevelopment

Design
Framework
A Strategy for
South Robert Street’s
Renaissance

Bernard St

City of
West St. Paul
Minnesota

Butler Ave

Parcels cleared for new development on north end

New multi-family housing on north end

Commercial buildings closer to the street

Improved material standards

Moreland Ave

Emerson Ave

Prepared by:
Dahlgren, Shardlow and Uban, Inc.
Maxfield Research Group
Meyer, Mohaddes Associates, Inc.
November, 2000

The original Robert Street Renaissance
Plan, adopted in 2001, provided two major
recommendations. 1) rebuild Robert Street 2)
improve the building and site plan standards.

Thompson Ave

From this

At the time of this writing, Robert Street is in the
process of rebuilding the right-of-way to complete
this vision. The project will include planted
medians, consolidated access to businesses, new
lighting, pedestrian amenities, and street trees.

To this

Wentworth Ave

After completion of the Renaissance Plan in
2001, the city incorporated building and site plan
standards into city policy. This included changes
to the Zoning Ordinance, the addition of a formal
site plan review process, and higher standards
for building materials and siting, landscaping
requirements, and signage type.

Marie Ave

Improved sign standards (monument, not pylon)

Outlots ready for development

On-going street reconstruction (Image by SRF)

Landscaping standards

While the original Renaissance Plan resulted
in many positive changes, this Plan will build
on these improvements and offer further
adjustments to code code and policy.
New building since 2000
Building removed since 2000
Parcels modified since 2000

Mendota Rd

Changes on the Robert Street Corridor since 2000
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2. Project Background

Why an Update is Needed

Changing Trends
The purpose of this Plan is to prepare the community for increased demand to invest
in properties along Robert Street as soon as the street reconstruction is completed
in 2017. Investment has been holding back, yet demand to invest in the inner ring
communities has been building since the Great Recession in 2008.
Much has changed since the original Renaissance Plan in 2001.
Demographics
Baby Boomers and Millennials (two of the largest generations) are driving many of
the changes we already see in the region. As our population grows from 2.9 million
today to 3.7 million in 2040, residents older than 65 yrs of age and younger than 24
yrs of age will grow from 34% of the population to 42% of the population.
Lifestyles
Our lifestyle decisions are becoming more complex as our cost decisions are being
co-mingled with time and health decisions. As we can find low cost goods on-line,
this affords us more opportunity to spend our dollars on enhancing our health,
enjoyment, and experiences.
Transportation

Rebirth of First-Ring Suburbs
Jobs
Our Region will continue to grow with an additional 500,000 jobs by 2040. The
nature of our economy is also changing. Large companies will still fueling much of the
growth, however increasingly the “freelance” economy will provide job opportunities
for workers of all ages. Office space will not increase significantly despite job growth
because individual workspaces are getting smaller and employers are more efficient
with their space needs. In addition, the freelance economy will utilize semi-public
spaces as their offices by popping open their laptops in coffee shops, libraries, and
hotel lounges.
Retail
The internet has profoundly changed how we shop and the retail landscape has
changed accordingly. With more dollars being spent on-line, fewer retail goods
are being purchased along commercial strips like Robert Street. The retail that
has survived is either the bricks and mortar complement to a successful on-line
enterprise, a or a retailer who provides exceptional experience or service that cannot
be found on-line. The rise of “experience retail” has found synergies with restaurants
eating establishments - other enterprises that can not be duplicated on-line.

With oil prices fluctuating, and time becoming a more valuable commodity, we are
simply choosing to spend less time on our commutes. Overall miles driven, across the
country have been declining since 2002 - indicating choices to use transit, bicycles,
and our own feet to make those trips that were once reserved for the car.
Smarter Regional Growth Policies
The region recognizes these changes and has been investing heavily in new transit
and alternative transportation infrastructure such as bicycle trails and lanes. Since
2001 the Region has built 2 LRT lines and in the next 10 years will likely have two
more completed as well as over half a dozen BRT lines.
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With the second and third waves of suburban expansion between 1970 and 2000
inner ring communities like West Saint Paul saw either flat or negative growth as they
were bypassed with new greenfield development on the ever expanding fringes of the
metropolitan region. The original streetcar suburbs peaked in the 1970’s as tight knit
and proud communities. But with most new growth occurring on the fringes, the
inner ring communities struggled to maintain their retail districts, public amenities,
and revenue base.
Since 2000, many in the investment community have looked back in towards the core
and at the inner ring communities as golden opportunities for growth. Communities
like West Saint Paul are more affordable, and better located than communities further
from the core.
With land originally developed in large parcels (as the first wave of suburban
development), redevelopment can be significantly simpler than urban in areas
because larger properties are under single ownership. Furthermore their
redevelopment potential places them in a strong strategic position to attract regional
transit investments.
The most progressive of inner ring communities foreshadowed these trends and
have been reinvesting in themselves for over a decade. They have maintained their
generally leafy suburban residential communities while carefully inserting areas of
urban vitality in declining commercial areas or transitioning industrial areas. These
urban nodes have allowed suburban communities to attract new residents, as well
as provide new options for existing residents. This has helped bolster tax base which
allows them to reinvest in public amenities.

2. Project Background

How Other Communities Are Responding

Communities across the Twin Cities have been responding
aggressively to the changing demographics and their oncoming
challenges by retrofitting outdated patterns with:
•

A Mixed of uses.

•

Better Quality Public spaces.

•

More Walkable environments.

•

Improved Transit service.

•

A wider range of housing choices.

•

1
GOLDEN VALLEY

3

5

ST. LOUIS PARK

Redevelopments that are closely connected to surroundings.

Town Square in Golden Valley

4
RICHFIELD

2
BLOOMINGTON

Figure 5.16 American Boulevard - Future Enhancements Concept

Excelsior & Grand in St. Louis Park

American Boulevard in Bloomington
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66th and Lyndale in Richfield

2. Project Background

Site Layers

Annapolis St

Butler Ave

Emerson Ave

Robert St

Thompson Ave

Wentworth Ave

Mendota Rd

Aerial

Buildings
Buildings along Robert Street are a loose arrangement of buildings
that vary greatly in scale and pattern. Some buildings relate closely to
their residential neighborhoods they abut, but others create an abrupt
edge

Existing Land Use
85% of commercial land in the city is within two blocks of Robert
Street. Most communities have about 5% of their land designated for
commercial use; West St. Paul has 9%, which indicates that it is likely
over-retailed. Indeed as one drives the length of the corridor, vacant
properties and buildings can be found.
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Parking Lots
Most of robert Street was designed in auto oriented pattern. As
a result, parking is the dominant land use. . This pattern, while
sometimes convenient for drivers, creates a hostile and unpleasant
environment for others.

2. Project Background

Community Perception of Site

Annapolis St

Annapolis St

Butler Ave

Butler Ave

Butler Ave

Robert St

Robert St

Annapolis St

Robert St

The West St. Paul community was engaged in two public
meetings in the planning process. At the first meeting,
participants were asked to identify the corridor’s areas of
strengths, weaknesses, and priorities on maps with colored
dots. The Project Advisory Committee was also asked to take
part in this exercise; the consolidated results are shown to the
right.

Emerson Ave

Emerson Ave

Emerson Ave

Thompson Ave

Thompson Ave

Thompson Ave

Wentworth Ave

Wentworth Ave

Wentworth Ave

Mendota Rd

Mendota Rd

Mendota Rd

Strengths

Weaknesses

Priorities

Participants were asked to place green dots on places that
they feel work well, are liked, or are assets to the community.
The majority of strengths were identified within the lower
half of the corridor, which corresponds to areas of recent
development. In addition, the city’s parks and open spaces
were identified as strengths.

Red dots were placed in locations that were seen as liabilities
to the community, do not work, or are disliked. Weaknesses
identified by the groups were more scattered along the length
of the corridor but tended to focus around a few key areas: the
northern few blocks, where a number of empty lots currently
sit; on the Signal Hills shopping center; on the recently-vacated
Rainbow Foods grocery store; and on the empty lots on the
southern-most end of the corridor.

In areas that are judged to be needing the most attention, or
what should be top priorities for the community to improve,
the participants placed blue dots. These closely aligned with
those places previous judged as weaknesses.
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3. Framework Plan

DRAFT June 6, 2016

3. Framework Plan

Primary Issues

1. The Corridor Lacks Identity

2. The Corridor is Over-Retailed and Lacks
Business Diversity

West St. Paul has a number of memorable places that people
identify with the city: the Wentworth Library, Dakota Lodge,
and the Dodge Nature Center. These are places where the
community can gather and celebrate. The Robert Street
corridor, by contrast, has no places of significance of which
citizens can be proud. Signal Hills Mall, prior to alterations to
its layout in the late 1990s, was a beloved community place.

West St. Paul has 9% of its land designated as commercial.
Much of that land is retail. This presents a risk to the
community because retail land use is notoriously volatile as
the retail industry tends to reinvent itself every 10 years.
In addition, Robert Street lacks a balance of retail types;
currently there is an over-abundance of some types of
businesses (for example, auto parts shops) and a lack of others
(such as sit-down restaurants). Because of this, residents
must do some of their shopping in other communities. This
is not only an inconvenience to citizens, it is also a missed
opportunity for the City’s economy.

In addition, while it is obvious that certain portions of
the corridor were built during different eras, there are no
indicators that identify districts, nor are there distinguishable
characteristics that create a cohesive look. Development looks
much the same along the length of the corridor. Not only does
this make it difficult for visitors to navigate, it does not inspire
them to return.

The Plan creates a variety of environments along the corridor
by adjusting land use patterns and introducing different
amenities. These different patterns, will encourage a greater
diversity of business.

3. The Corridor Physically Divides the City

4. The Corridor is Designed for Cars

Large tracts of single-use (retail) land physically divides the two
halves of the City. The short distance between the two sides of
Robert Street is exaggerated by the wide road, large properties,
and infrequent signalized intersections. This makes it difficult
for residents on one side of the City to enjoy the amenities on
the other side.

The corridor was designed and built out at a time when most
people used their personal car to get to daily activities of life.
As a result, the current environment does not accommodate or
encourage biking, walking, or transit use. Today’s population
demands more choices and an environment where one does not
need a personal car to get around.
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3. Framework Plan

Goals

1. Create Identifiable Places
Identifiable places are will help create a
corridor that is memorable, recognizable,
and organized. Without differentiation
along the corridor, the corridor will not
be unique and will not attract a range of
investments.

2. Have a Balanced Mix of Retail
and Housing

3. Attract New Businesses,
Residents, and Visitors

4. Provide Places for Community
Gathering and Entertainment

5. Make it Safe and Attractive to
Get Around on all Modes

The Corridor needs a range of activities
and uses to meet the increasingly diverse
and varied populations of West Saint Paul.

Attracting new residents and businesses
to the community will keep West Saint
Paul competitive and healthy. Growth is
important to a strong tax base and high
quality amenities.

Providing places for gathering and
entertainment helps create positive
memories and strong social bonds.
This will in turn increase loyalty to the
community and help differentiate Robert
Street from other corridors in the region.

A transportation system that allows more
people more ways to access the businesses
on Robert Street will support the creation
of a strong local economy.

A Suburban Community with a few Urban Places

No change
No change

No change
No change

By directing growth to these locations, the Community will
be able to both attract new residents and offer new amenities
while at the same time preserving the quality of suburban
community.

Suburban
Quiet
Predictable
Familiar
Place to Stay
Casual

No change

No change

West St. Paul is a suburban community. Even with the Met
Council’s growth projections, much of the community will
retain its existing character with quiet streets and single family
homes. This Plan targets three locations along the corridor
where the community can absorb growth, create a sense of
place and provide a new housing and retail choices.

Urban
Lively
Changing
Cosmopolitan
A place to try
Urbane

No change
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3. Framework Plan

Frameworks

1. Four Neighborhoods
The Plan recommends creating four different neighborhoods
along the length of the corridor. The neighborhoods would
have distinct names, characters, boundaries and identities.
This will offer clarity and direction for potential investors.
Residents will develop ownership and affinity towards their
specific portion of Robert Street and visitor will have an easier
time navigating the corridor because it will become more
legible and memorable.

2. Mixed Use Places
As West Saint Paul grows, the Plan recommends 4 locations
where the City can develop mixed use places that are served
by transit, walkable, and have high quality public spaces and
amenities. These four places will contain a mix of uses and
each would have a different character and customer base.

North Gateway

Signal Hills

These four specific interventions will represent significant
departures from the current pattern of development. They
will require a change in development regulations, and active
public participation and investment. They will be responsive
both to the current population of West Saint Paul as well to the
potential future population of West Saint Paul.

Town Center

South Gateway

3. “Bridge” Robert Street

4. Organize and Reinvent Retail

In order to connect across Robert Street and unify the
community every effort should be made to bridge Robert
Street. This can happen in many places and many ways.
Improved intersections, buildings that face each other,
underpasses and overpasses in appropriate locations are some
of the ways the City can “bridge” Robert Street.

In general, to remain competitive all retail has to reinvent
itself every 10-20 years. This is true of an individual store as
well as an entire district. If it does not reinvent itself to meet
the rapidly changing demands and preferences of customers
(locally and regionally), it eventually dies.

This Plan recommends a reinvention and reorganization of
retail along the corridor so it is more responsive to the local
and regional customer base. Retail uses along Robert Street
should be organized so they complement each other and do not
compete against each other. The northern portion of Robert
Street will have a limited amount of retail and will be primarily
locally oriented.
In the mid-section, retail should serve the community but
it can also draw customers from surrounding communities
(Mendota Heights, South Saint Paul) via the cross streets of
Wentworth and Thompson Avenues.
The south third of the corridor has excellent access to regional
roadways such as 110 and I-494. This portion of the corridor
should attract regional retailers that draw from all of Dakota
County.
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Neighborhood

Surrounding
Communities

Regional

3. Framework Plan

Overall Structure of the Corridor

This Plan recommends minor and major adjustments to
the development patterns along Robert Street. The Avenue
developed over the past 50 years as the backbone of the
community. With reconstruction of the street itself to be
completed in 2017 it is a critical time to look at how the
corridor functions and to ensure the future development
patterns along the corridor are in alignment with the
aspirations of the community and potential of the marketplace.

Development Patterns and Land Use

Transportation and Access Improvements

Annapolis St

T

Butler St

The Plan recommends consolidating and condensing retail at
key locations, introducing residential along the corridor and
creating mixed use nodes where larger redevelopments occur.

Robert Street should remain the primary street, however
it is critical to support Robert Street with additional street
and alley connections that will allow the properties along
Robert Street to redevelop in a more consistent manner. The
plan recommends several important street links as well as
priority areas for developing improved pedestrian connections
across Robert Street. These occur primarily at the locations
designated as nodes.

Annapolis St

Butler St
T

Moreland Ave

Moreland Ave

Imperial Dr

Imperial Dr

Thompson Ave

T

Wentworth Ave

T

Lothenbach Ave

Thompson Ave
Wentworth Ave

Lothenbach Ave
River to River
Greenway

Marie Ave

Marie Ave
T

Mendota Rd

Mendota Rd

T

Opportunities for mixed-use nodes
that integrate retail, housing and
public open space.

Transit node.
Locations to improve pedestrian
crossing of Robert Street.

Opportunities to introduce housing
onto Robert Street.
Approximate locations of new
connections.

Opportunities to organize and
condense retail so it is more accessible
and pedestrian friendly.

T
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3. Framework Plan

Design Principles to applied throughout the Corridor

1. Create Pedestrian Refuges along Robert Street

2. Create Windows into the Community

Robert Street will remain a heavily travelled street. It will also
remain a street that has parking lots facing the sidewalk along
much of it’s length. Given this condition, the goal should be to
break up the auto dominated environment with refuges along
Robert Street. By reducing the exposure of the parking lots
to the sidewalk and creating comfortable places on each end
of the parking lot, the pedestrian experience can be greatly
improved.

New development along Robert Street should seek opportunities
to create perpendicular views from Robert Street into the
community and into new developments. This can be accomplished
through streets, parks, or courtyards. While Robert Street
remains a busy but improved street, more human scaled and active
spaces that are sheltered from Robert Street can be created along
these perpendicular axis.

t
ree
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e
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3. Provide streets that effectively transition from
the neighborhoods to Robert Street
The neighborhoods and Robert Street have been developed as
separate places without connections between them. The approach
has been to create buffers between the two areas, not connections.
Whereas buffers are important at times and in locations, by
integrating the two areas more carefully residents will be better
able to access the retail and commercial services and the business
will be able to better cater to the needs of residents.. A new
transition zone that integrates single family neighborhoods and
retail oriented to Robert Street can include small neighborhood
services and retail as well as housing for people who want good
access to transit and to walk to businesses.
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t. Anchor the Corners
New development along Robert Street should anchor the corners
of each block. Main corners are the most visible and accessible
locations for pedestrians because they have controlled and safe
street crossings. New Buildings that anchor the corners will also
help create a rhythm to the street which will in turn help people
orient themselves and navigate the corridor to landmarks.
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A Zoning Code can implement these principles by:

A Zoning Code can implement these principles by:

A Zoning Code can implement these principles by:

A Zoning Code can implement these principles by:

•

Requiring parking lot exposure to sidewalks to be no greater
than 180’ on Robert Street and 60’ on other Streets.

•

Limiting the size of the block face along Robert Street.

•

By defining new street types that allow a mix of uses.

•

Mapping build-to zones at key corners on a regulating map.

•

By creating maximum block size or block perimeter.

•

Requiring buildings to be a minimum height at corners.

Requiring high quality screening/buffering along the edges
of parking lots.

Requiring perpendicular streets to have a public space
purpose.

•

•

•

•

By requiring that new developments do not preclude the
possibility of future neighborhood connections.

•

Requiring plazas or similar spaces at the ends of parking
lots and in front of buildings.

Defining a street type for new developments in which
mixed-uses are permitted.

•

•

Requiring sidewalks to be a minimum of 10’ wide and for
them to be protected.

Requiring sites greater than a certain size to have a certain
amount of usable public space.

•

Requiring a certain amount of the front lot line to have
storefronts that activate the sidewalk.
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3. Framework Plan

Site and Building Design

The Plan recommends organizing development patterns by
emphasizing form of the development over the use of the
site. Use remains a consideration, but the design and form of
the project should take precedence since it has a more direct
relationship to how the public experiences the site and how the
site impacts the community.
Form can be managed by defining Street Types, Building Zones,
Major / Minor Facades, and Building Types and Articulations.
Street Types
Street Types are defined in two ways. Firstly, they have specific
dimensional considerations. These dimensional considerations
include lane widths, landscape areas, sidewalks, and other
elements that the public is responsible for in the right of way.
The Plan recommends a thorough review of existing municipal
guidelines and standards of public streets. New Streets in
West Saint Paul (primarily those built on larger sites during
redevelopments) should adhere to these standards. This is
an opportunity for the City to ensure that new streets are
designed to balance the needs of all users.

Building Types and Frontage
“Build-to Zones” are established to ensure a coherent and
predictable built environment. They govern the location of
building facades and open spaces. Build-to Zones are the areas
of a site, relative to the property lines, that a building facade
must occupy. Build-to Zones help create enclosure of the
public realm by ensuring the vertical plane of a building is in
appropriate location.

Minor Facade

Yards and Frontages are the parts of a site that create a
deliberate transition from private buildings to the public
property line. Yards have a specific (range of ) dimensions
and are also used to manage location of parking, mechanical
equipment, etc. Frontages are the architectural component of
transitioning from building to sidewalk.

Building Envelope

Major / Minor Facades

Properties and Sites

Major Facade

Build to Zone

Each building will have one or more Major Facade and several
Minor Facades. Similar to A Streets and B Streets, the
designation of Major and Minor facades creates an intentional
hierarchy that regulates aspects of the building design such as
materials, windows, amount of transparency, etc.

reet”
t
S
A
“

Defining Major and Minor Facades allows designers and
developers to direct their attention and value on the parts of
the building that most directly impact the public realm.

Street

“B
t”

e
re

St

Secondly, Street types are defined hierarchically as either
A Streets or B Streets. “A Streets” are those that will and
should have the most pedestrian traffic on them. This
informs how a particular site is designed and developed. If
a property has frontage along an “A Street” greater attention
should be given to creating a pedestrian - friendly design by
regulating driveway and parking locations, building placement,
landscaping, building design, location of front door, etc. . “B
Street” are secondary streets. They have a greater service and
vehicular access role than “A Streets.” There should be more
flexibility with their location and design.

Build to Zones and Yards

“C Streets” are similar to alleys or private through lanes. Their
primary role is to provide access and service to properties.
They are the preferred location for driveways, dumpsters,
service entries, back doors, and mechanical equipment. “C
Streets” are typically narrow and have very little pedestrian
traffic on them.
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3. Framework Plan

Street Types and Vehicular access

Vehicular Access to Retail Parking Lots

Annapolis St

Pedestrian Access to Retail Stores

The Streets and Access Plan on this page designates existing
and future streets and alleys. The purpose of the Street Plan is
to prioritize certain streets to be more pedestrian friendly than
others. This is accomplished by using the street designation to
organize elements such as vehicular access, frontage standards,
and parking lot location/size.

Moreland Ave

Access to A Street is
prohibited if lot has
adequate access on
either a B Street or an
Alley

Parking

Imperial Dr

Driveways should be no greater than 24’ in width.
Thompson Ave

All retail buildings on A
Street should have their
primary door facing
the A Street. Secondary
doors may face the
parking lot.

Parking

Parking Lots along A
Streets should be no
wider than 120’.

A continuous
pedestrian
environment of
sidewalks and
walkways should be
created so visitors and
shoppers do not have
to traverse parking lots
to access stores.

Inter Lot
connection is
encouraged
Access from A Street
permitted only if lot has
no access on B Street
or Alley

Wentworth Ave

Parking

A Street

Inter Lot drives between two parking lots are highly
encouraged as a way of connecting commercial properties.
This will reduce the conflicts on the public streets while still
providing efficient access between properties

B Street

Butler St

A Street

If a property has no B Street or alley access then one vehicular
access is permitted on the A Street Frontage. This access
should be designed as a driveway with the pedestrian sidewalk
extending across it.

B Street

rear lane or alley

In general, parking lots should be accessed from alleys or an
internal rear drive wherever possible. If a property does not
have access to an alley then primary vehicular access must be
on a “B Street”. In order to reduce the amount of pedestrian
interruptions,driveways should not be spaced closer than
400’ on any street. Where possible, driveways should be
shared between adjoining commercial properties. In addition,
commercial parking lots should be connected on their north
and south sides to adjacent commercial parking lots.

Multi-tenant side
loaded retail buildings
may have doors facing
the parking, however,
the corner tenant must
treat the A Street as
their primary front

Parking

Lothenbach Ave

B Street
Marie Ave

A Street

Vehicular driveways discouraged, pedestrian access
encouraged

B Street

Vehicular driveways encouraged
Pedestrian access permitted, but not encouraged

Drive
lane or
Alley

Vehicular driveways encouraged
Pedestrian access discouraged

Mendota Rd
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B Street

3. Framework Plan

Facades and Materials
Building designs on Robert Street should be durable, simple,
and human scaled while always enhancing the pedestrian
experience throughout the corridor.
Simple - buildings they should be well organized and easy
to understand through repetition, regularity, and clear
hierarchy. The underlying structural bay should be expressed
in the composition of the building. They should have a single
dominant material and a limited palette of accent materials
that provide interest and pleasing compositions.
Durable- Buildings should be built with a life expectancy of at
least 30 years by using contemporary materials that are proven
to withstand the climate in West Saint Paul. Careful attention
should be given to assembly of materials, water protection, salt
impacts at the base and other conditions that tend to degrade
the quality of a building over time.
Human Scaled - All buildings should be scaled for people.
Whereas visibility from a distance may be necessary for some
buildings along the corridor, the design of the ground floor of
all buildings should defer to maximizing the comfort of people
on foot. New buildings, adjacent to single family homes,
should be designed to minimize potential negative impacts
from shadowing.
Materials
In order to simplify building design and ensure it’s durability,

each building should have a single major material that covers
at least 60% of its facade (not including windows and doors).
This material should be either stone, brick, architectural
metal panels for non residential buildings. Wood clapboard
or hardiplank is acceptable as a major material for residential
buildings.
The remaining 40% of the facade (not including windows
and doors) can be covered with minor materials such as fiber
cement, concrete masonry units, cast stone, vinyl for trim and
soffits, curtain wall, and cement based stucco.
Storefront Frontage

Windows and Doors
Windows and doors have a major impact on both the
composition of a building and its performance as a pedestrian
friendly object. They offer a human scale element tot the
building and can convey the function and use of a building.
In addition, doors and windows on the ground floor offer the
opportunity to animate the public realm with human activity.
This creates “eyes on the street” and supports basic public
safety.
The facades of Non-residential buildings facing “A Streets”,
should be composed with as much transparency as possible.
No less than 60% of the ground floor of any building adjacent
to a sidewalk should be comprised of transparent windows and
doors.

Stoop Frontage

Awnings
Awning are critical to creating a comfortable pedestrian
environment on a retail or mixed use street. They provide
weather protection for pedestrians, they defend against glare,
and they offer opportunity for integrated signage.
All storefronts and retail windows should have awnings
that are functional and are integrated with the design of the
building. Like the building, they should be durable - made of
metal or canvas.

Common Entrance Frontage

Forecourt
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3. Framework Plan

Site Development Standards
Clear pedestrian
connections from
surrounding streets
to the fronts of all
buildings.
Landscaped islands to
provide shade and/or
manage stormwater

Perpendicular views into
the site terminated with
prominent architecture

Parking lots on Robert
Street a maximum of
120’ wide
Pedestrian refuges
at each side of the
parking lot to make a
comfortable pedestrian
experience

Clear pedestrian
connections from
surrounding streets
to the fronts of all
buildings.

10’ of landscaping
between sidewalks sides
of buildings
Continuous drive
aisle that connects to
adjacent parcels and
streets
Parking lots designed as
rooms with well defined
edges
10’ of landscaping
between parking lots
and sidewalks

Ro
be
rt S
tre
et

Residential uses set back
15’ from sidewalk but
Retail outbuildings
built close to the front
property line with
commercial storefronts
facing the perimeter of
the site
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3. Framework Plan

Same Buildings Different Results

Townhouses

Side Oriented Retail

Conventional Strip Shopping Center

•

Doors at grade, and
no transition to the
sidewalk.

•

Building is set at the
level of the rear alley,
not the A Street.

•

Less durable
materials and no
distinction between
the base and the
middle of the
building.

•

No direct pedestrian
access from the
Street to the doors of
the retail shops.

•

Front door raised
slightly onto a stoop.

•

Clear transition
from the door to the
sidewalk. Durable
building materials .

•

and clear distinction
between base middle
and top.
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•

The building is set
at elevation of the A
Street.

•

Outdoor space is
closely connected
to the indoor space
and it creates a
“pedestrian refuge”
in front of a parking
lot.

•

Drive aisle in front
of stores is a fire lane
with no parking for
customers.

•

Sidewalk is too narrow
for two strollers to pass.

•

Singular architecture
relies on signage and
awnings to distinguish
stores.

•

Most durable material
(brick) is applied only
to the front of the
pilasters.
•

Convenient parking in
front of the store.

•

Generous sidewalk
can be used
for sitting, and
landscaping.

•

Buildings vary in
width and material to
create a human scale
environment. Durable
materials throughout
the entire building.

4. Character Districts and Target Areas
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4. Target Areas

North Gateway: Annapolis to Butler

Existing Conditions
The North Gateway is located at the north edge of West Saint
Paul, The area borders Saint Paul to the north. Most of the area
was developed over 50 years ago. The development pattern is
relatively urban - with a regular pattern of blocks and streets
that extends to and across Robert Street. Originally this area
had a mix of retail and housing that served the surrounding
community. However, over time, the properties and buildings
declined. Retail was replaced by new developments further
south and housing declined due to the impacts of an ever
increasingly busy and heavily trafficked street.
Over the past ten years, the Dakota County Community
Development Agency purchased several properties along
Robert Street. Today the properties are vacant and being
prepared for development.

Annapolis St

St
ell
k
s
Ha

The Dakotah
1.74 acres
Dakota County
Community
Development Agency

Ro
be
rt

Hurley St

1.44 acres
Haskell St

l St
kel
s
a
H

Haskell St

Since 2000 the North Gateway has had a few successful
redevelopments. The Dakotah is a 59 unit senior housing
project at Annapolis Ave and Emerson Hill is a 35 unit property
located at Bernard St. and Robert Street.

t
yS
rle
u
H

St
lis
o
p
na
An

Currently, Robert Street is under reconstruction. The new
Robert Street will be 4 lanes with no on-street parking. A
continuous median will restrict left turns at Hurley St.
and Stanley St. and Haskell St. will be realigned to a more
appropriate 4 way intersections.
Robert Street is not flat in this location. Robert Street drops
approximately 20-25 ft. from Bernard St. to Annapolis St.
This slope does not render redevelopment impossible, but it is
a consideration when creating human scaled and pedestrian
friendly developments.

St
re
et

The Emerson

t
yS
rle
u
H

Bernard St
Bernard St
Aerial View looking southwest

A continuous alley runs behind properties on the west side
of Robert Street. Most of the properties on the east side of
Robert Street have direct access to their respective side streets.

Arion St

Eye level view on Robert St. looking towards vacant parcels
between Annapolis St. and Haskell St.

Existing Conditions
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Eye level view on Robert Street looking south towards
Annapolis

4. Target Areas

North Gateway (cont’d)

Analysis

Market Summary
Multi Family Housing
•

Area is centrally located with relatively easy access to the regional highways and
downtown Saint Paul.

•

Reconstruction of Robert Street will create a safer pedestrian environment and a
more appealing environment to invest in housing.

•

Traditional target markets for multi-family housing (larger<35 yrs; > 65) are
growing rapidly.

•

Met Council forecasts most new growth to occur in the core and first ring suburbs.

•

Vacancies are very low (<3%) and rents have been rising steadily in response to
constrained demand.

•

The market area has not experienced the same housing construction boom as
others in the region. As a result many of the competitive properties are dated and
lack many of the amenities desired.

•

Ownership forms of multifamily housing are starting to recover, but would need
to recover more in order to support new construction.

•

There is demand for multi-family housing through 2020 for 70 units of market
rate rental, 200 units of affordable housing and 50 units of townhouses /
condominiums.

Retail

Signal Hills

Land Use
Due to the area being in transition, the land
uses along the corridor are not consistent.
small commercial uses are scattered amongst
housing.

Parking
Parking lots are generally small and
disconnected, and facing Robert Street.

Streets
The surrounding street grid extends across
Robert Street creating regularly spaced
intersections.

Buildings
The area has generally been developed with
small single family detached homes. Along
Robert Street there are a few retail service
buildings as apartment buildings.
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•

Properties on Robert Street are 140’ deep which creates a challenge for on-site
parking.

•

The Gateway area is accessible by foot and bike, but it’s trade area is relatively
small due to low volumes of traffic on the cross streets.

•

Recent attempts to fill retail in the Gateway area have been unsuccessful.

•

The success of large scale retail south on Robert Street suggests small scale retail
that serves local customers may be supportable.

•

Incomes in the retail trade area are nearly 30% below the metro average. But
density is generally higher than other parts of the community.

•

If the pedestrian environment can be improved and the area can be amenitized
the trade area can support up to 12,000 sf of new retail.

•

Any new retail should be located at an intersection so it can capture cross traffic.

4. Target Areas

North Gateway (cont’d)

Corridor Recommendations

Annapolis

Transportation and Access Recommendations

Land Use and Urban Design Recommendations:
•

•

•

Transition land uses along both sides of Robert Street to
primarily mid-density housing (3-5 stories) that face Robert
Street and create a favorable pedestrian experience.

Hurley

•

Focus retail / restaurant uses between Bernard and
Anaapolis. Coordinate parking in the rear of the lot.

•

Coordinate Planning activities with the city of Saint Paul /
Ramsey County.

•

Align Haskell and Arion across Robert Street to improve
connectivity between neighborhoods on both sides of
Robert Street.

•

Create a continuous alley behind properties on the east side
of Robert Street between Haskell and Bernard.

•

Create safe pedestrian crossings of Robert Street at Haskell
and Arion.

•

Encourage new developments to provide small strategic
greenspaces in their developments. These can be located
at the terminus of streets, in the rear of buildings, or as
courtyards. They should be properly managed as private
open spaces.

Haskell

Target new housing to residents of West Saint Paul who are
looking to move out of their single family homes or relocate
within the City.
Pay special attention to the scale of new housing on Robert
Street and how it transitions to the neighborhoods to the
east and west.

T

Annapolis

Mainzer
Bernard

Arion

•
Stanley

•

KEY

Hurley
Haskell

Mainzer
Bernard

Arion

Consider diverting Hurley and Stanley to Bernard and
Butler respectively. If possible convert the right of way that
is not used for cars to additional greenspace.

Stanley

Coordinate Planning activities with the city of Saint Paul /
Ramsey County.

KEY

T

Opportunities for mixed-use nodes
that integrate retail, housing and
public open space.

Transit node.
Locations to improve pedestrian
crossing of Robert Street.

Opportunities to introduce housing
onto Robert Street.
Approximate locations of new
connections.

Opportunities to organize and
condense retail so it is more accessible
and pedestrian friendly.

T
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4. Target Areas

North Gateway (cont’d)

Target Area Recommendations
•

Develop mid scale housing (3-5 stories) facing
Robert Street.

•

Carefully design housing so it is set back from
the rear lot line, thereby not impacting the
housing behind it.

•

Design housing that carefully steps down
the hill and creates a comfortable pedestrian
experience.

•

Cluster housing around a small park on Robert
Street at the end of Hurley St.

•

Consider adding green space at the end of
Hurley St. and re-routing Hurley St. to the
north to connect to Bernard St. Careful
consideration should be given to maintaining
access and parking for nearby housing.
Create a gateway at Annapolis through public
art or architecture.

•

Locate a maximum of 10,000 sf retail at the
corner of Annapolis and Robert Street.

•

Reconfigure Annapolis to have diagonal
parking to support retail at the corner.

•

Create a small seating area or space for public
art at the corner of Annapolis and Robert
Street.

St
kell
Has

Hurley St

is
ol
ap
n
An

St

Haskell St
Haskell St

Aerial View of Robert Street looking south west

Robert St

•

St
kell
Has

Annapolis St

Bernard St
Illustrative Plan:
Hurley not extended to Robert Street

Alternative Illustrative Plan:
Hurley extended to Robert Street
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Precedents
New developments on Robert Street should carefully
step down the hill, maintain a pedestrian scale, and
minimize their impacts on the housing behind them.

4. Target Areas

Signal Hills: Butler to Emerson

Existing Conditions
The Signal Hills Area extends from Butler to Imperial Drive.
The area is dominated by Signal Hills Mall, built in 1959 as
one of the first enclosed malls in the country. Over the years
it has played an important role in West Saint Paul and in the
success of businesses on Robert Street. In its early years it
was a strong anchor for development along Robert Street as it
served the neighborhood and the surrounding communities.
While primarily a shopping center, Signal Hills has also been an
important gathering place for the community over the years as
it has been home to the farmers market, movie theater.

Bu

tle

e
nd Av

K-Mart

Morela

Livingston Ave

Butler Ave

In mid 1990’s Signal Hills was rebuilt and the enclosed mall
was removed and it was replaced with a conventional suburban
strip retail center and an anchor store : K Mart.
In front of Signal Hills, between Livingston and Robert Street
is a block with housing and retail. The housing units are 1
bedroom condominiums as well two apartment buildings.

rA
ve

SIGNAL HILLS
SHOPPING
CENTER

Orme St

t
ert S
Rob

Orme St
Existing Conditions: Signal Hills Shopping Center

Much of the remainder of the area between Butler and Imperial
is small site single story retail. Some of it backs up to a
residential street, however other parts are accesses through an
alley that serves as a useful buffer to the housing.
Moreland Ave

Logan Ave

Imperial Drive
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4. Target Areas

Signal Hills: Butler to Emerson

Analysis

Wakot
Wakota
Life-Ca
Life-Care
Center

ng Pool

Riverview
rview
Baptist
tist
Church
rch

Dakota

Land Use:
With the exception of a few small one bedroom condominiums and
two apartment buildings built on Robert Street the entire Signal Hills
Shopping Center is commercial. In addition just about all properties
on both sides of Robert Street between Moreland and Imperial are
commercial.

Parks
There are two large schools/parks just a few blocks off Robert Street.
Since Robert Street is difficult to cross, the schools / parks are not as
accessible to residents that live on the opposite side of Robert Street.

Streets
Signal Hills Shopping Center has no strong connection to its
surrounding neighborhood. It is an interruption in the street grid.

Kmart

Signal Hills

Buildings
Both the K-Mart building and the strip shopping center are one-of-akind. They are larger and longer than any building in the area.
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Parking
Most of the site is used for surface parking. This creates large spaces in
between buildings that make it difficult to connect from one property to
another.
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4. Target Areas

Signal Hills: Butler to Emerson

Corridor Recommendations

Redevelop the east side of Robert Street between Bulter
and Orme with multi story buildings that have retail or
commercial uses on the ground floor.

•

Introduce Housing on Robert Street between Moreland and
Logan. Prioritize sites closer to Logan because they are
better connected to residential neighborhoods to the east
and west.

•

Butler

Connect the street grid through the Signal Hills
redevelopment site. In particular extend Orme to
Robert Street and Livingston from Butler to Moreland.
Redevelopment of the site should have additional streets to
create a series of small redevelopable blocks.

T

Orme

Improve pedestrian crossings at Orme, Butler and
Moreland.
Moreland

Moreland

Robert Street

•

Orme

med/large box retail

Work with the property owners of Signal Hills to create a
prominent mixed-use transit-oriented development. The
redevelopment should maintain retail towards Robert
Street but should introduce medium - density housing on
the west half of the Site.

•

Robert Street

•

Transportation and Access Recommendations

Butler

med/large box retail

Land Use and Urban Design Recommendations:

Logan

Imperial

Logan

Imperial
KEY

KEY

T
Opportunities for mixed-use nodes
that integrate retail, housing and
public open space

Transit node
Locations to improve pedestrian
crossing of Robert Street

Opportunities to introduce housing
onto Robert Street
Approximate locations of new
connections

Opportunities to organize and
condense retail so it is more accessible
and pedestrian friendly

T
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4. Target Areas

Signal Hills Focus Area

Precedents & Lessons Learned

Rosedale, Huntersville, NC

Birkdale Village, Huntersville, NC

Kentlands, Gathersburg, VA

While large and unique in the region, there are several
precedents around the country similar to Signal Hills in size
and type. The team chose three projects to look to as examples:
Rosedale and Birkdale Village in Huntersville NC, and
Kentlands in Gaithersberg, VA. Each of these three projects
have been built in the last 15 years, each are fully built out and
each provide lessons to be applied at Signal Hills.

Rosedale in Huntersville is a horizontally mixed use project
located on a major arterial. The project has many of the
typical single story suburban building pieces: grocery store,
out lots, medical buildings, franchise restaurants, and surface
parking lots. There are several aspects of this project that are
noteworthy, however.

Birkdale is a compact multi and mixed-use project located on
a main arterial. The Birkdale project differs from Rosedale
primarily because it is more dense it mixes uses vertically, not
just horizontally. Other features include:

The Kentlands is one of the earlier and most successful New
Urbanist communities designed in the late 1980’s. It is
considerable larger than Signal Hills as it consists of several
residential neighborhoods and one town center (approximately
the size of Signal Hills). Features of Kentlands include:

•

The grocery store is located on a public street, not on a
commercial drive aisle. Customers park on that street or in
a suburban scaled parking lot across the street. The street is
designed for customers to easily bring shopping carts back
and forth.

•

A theater anchoring the retail street / park. The theater
borrows parking from adjacent offices that empty in the
evening.

•

Parking ramps tucked behind multi-use buildings.

•

The parking lot is broken down into separate rooms with
adequate landscaping.

•

•

A few small buildings are located on the arterial, but the
project maintains visibility to the anchor stores with are
located on a parallel street.

Larger retail buildings are visible form the main arterial
with large surface lots in front. Smaller retail tenants are
located towards the interior with ample surface parking.

A Variety of Housing, A Variety of Retail
Providing variety allows the development to attract a
variety of customers which in turn creates a more public and
inclusive environment. Variety also offers choices that may
not currently exist in the community.

•

Service retail and office buildings are located adjacent and
behind the retail, but are connected with walkways and
streets.

•

Multi family housing is also located adjacent to the retail,
but it well connected with sidewalks and streets.

•

Connect to the Surrounding Neighborhood
Developments that connect to their surroundings attract
both a local and a regional market. Direct connections
enhance the neighborhood feeling and offer an opportunity
access the place by foot and by bicycle.

Incorporate Public Space
Public Space allows a development to become more than a
shopping mall because it sends a message that visitors are
citizens, not just consumers. The Public Space can be small
and simple, as long as it is designed to allow interaction and a
variety of activities.
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A long green park in the middle of the retail area. The park
serves as a place to have lunch and relax.

•

A Main Street with small shops and live / work buildings
that is integrated on one side with large box retailers and
the other with a walkable neighborhood.

•

The town Center has a small square / park that is used a
variety of ways : for parking, performances, gathering,
farmers market, etc.

•

The large box retailers are located where they have
visibility to the highway; the Main Street is tucked into the
neighborhood away from the large arterail and highway.

•

The project has approximately 8,000 residents and 1 million
sf of retail / office.

4. Target Areas

Signal Hills Focus Area

Design Principles

Phase 2

Phase 1

ST E

Phase 3

1. Connect to the Neighborhoods
It is critical that both Orme and Livingston
streets extend through the site as public
streets. By doing so, circulation will be
improved and the development will feel a
part of the surrounding neighborhood.

Residential

Phase 4

2. Develop in Phases
Given the current land ownership and lease
arrangements, redevelopment of the Site
will likely have to be done in phases. Each
quadrant must be self sustaining as the are
redeveloped or as they remain in operation
while other quadrants redevelop.

Retail
ST E

illustrative Master Plan: Alternative 1:
This alternative allows the current property owner to redevelop north or Orme, while
maintaining the existing strip shopping center south of Orme. Orme is extended through the
site and the northwwest corner of the site transitions to housing.
G

G

3. Retail in Front, Housing in Back
Redevelopment of the Site should move retail
uses as close to Robert Street as possible so
it is fully visible and accessible by transit.
Housing should occupy the west half of the
site and should help manage the transition
between existing community and Robert
Street.

5. Celebrate the Hill
The original Signal Hills Mall altered the
topography of the site to create flat building
pads for large buildings. The top of the hill
and its large trees remain a feature on the
site. Redevelopment of the Site and restore
some of the hill - like qualities of the site with
smaller buildings and roads that work with
the topography

Recommendations
•
•

•

medium density housing.

Extend Orme and Livingston through
the site to create connectivity.
Create a high quality transit area
for users to access the site and
neighborhood residents to use to
get up and down the corridor and to
Downtown Saint Paul.
Develop the west edge of the site as
a transition (not a buffer) between
existing single family homes and
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•

Develop the east edge of the site with
retail and mixed-use.

•

Provide a public space that can be
used for farmers markets, small
gatherings, and other civic uses.

•

Ensure the development has a
coordinated parking strategy so users
of the site can park once and walk
from one destination to another.

Illustrative Master Plan: Alternative 2
This alternative rebuilds the site entirely, over time. Retail uses are moved closer to Robert
Street and new housing transitions the site to the west to connect to existing housing. This
scenarios shows an anchor retail tenant, but overall there is less retail than what is currently on
the site today.

4. Target Areas

Signal Hills
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Alternative 1: Aerial Perspective Illustrating Redevelopment of Signal Hills north of Orme Street.
This scenario allows the existing shopping center to remain intact. Orme can be extended through the site, but Livingston cannot be extended
through.

Alternative 2: Aerial Perspective Illustrating potential build out of Signal Hills

Aerial Perspective Illustrating a New Development on Robert Street and Orme Street
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4. Target Areas

Town Center: Imperial to Lothenbach

Existing Conditions
The Town Center Area is located in the geographic middle of
West Saint Paul, between Emerson and Lothenbach.
The area has a mix of uses (office, civic, retail) that
distinguishes it from other parts of the corridor. However the
uses are not coordinated and the area lacks amenity. There has
been some recent retail redevelopment projects in the area that
have brought new customers and visibility to the area. The
new projects have followed the improved design standards of
moving buildings closer to the street so they are accessible by
the sidewalk. Most of the new projects have transitioned from
having parking in the front between the building and the street
to locating the parking on the side of the building.
There are several “moving parts” that this Plan seeks to
coordinate to create a Town Center.
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•

The YMCA, a major landowner, and important community
amenity is contemplating what to do with their property.
It is one of the oldest in their inventory and in need of an
upgrade.

•

Dakota County is planning the River to River Greenway
across West Saint Paul. It is currently in place east of
Robert Street. The County has been in talks with the City
about how to cross Robert Street and extend the trail to the
west.

•

The City owns the former Blockbuster Site on the west side
of Robert Street

•

Developers have expressed interest in assembling properties
north of Wentworth for a new redevelopments

•

The Thompson Oaks Golf Course is not performing well and
has been considered for redevelopment.

•

The City needs to invest in their current City Hall, built in
1969. The City Council has had preliminary discussions
about relocating the City Hall.

4. Target Areas

Town Center: Imperial to Lothenbach

Analysis

Market Summary
Retail
•
Y
YMCA

Thompson Oaks Golf Course

We
Wentworth
Lib
Library

City Hall
Walmart

•

Reconstruction of Robert Street will improve overall circulation patterns.

•

There is very little amenity in the area to draw interest from visitors for reasons other than shopping
at a particular store.

•

The trade area is well established and with recent investments by large retailers such as Target it will
remain competitive in the foreseeable future

•

The trade area is slightly older and less wealthy than the regional average, however it is expected to
grow significantly over the next 10-15 years with the addition of 2,500 new households by 2020 many of whom will be aged 25-44.

•

Vacancy rates are low; therefore there is limited availability to introduce new retailers without
natural attrition.

•

There is potential to support an additional 135,000 sf in the trade area today and an additional
141,000 sf by 2020.

•

Given the lack of public amenities the area, new development will likely follow the existing pattern,
namely one dominated by highly separated auto oriented uses.

•

The identified store categories with the strongest opportunities for growth (restaurants, leisure
goods, apparel) respond to amenitized environments that value place making, experience and public
interaction.

W
WSP
Sports
Sp
ports
Dome
Dome

Formerr
Rainbow
w

Target

Lowe’s

Land Use
Robert Street is dominated by small, medium and
large retail uses. However between Wentworth and
Thompson there are several civic, office, recreational
and residential uses that give this area more activity
than other parts of the corridor.

Buildings:
The buildings in the town Center are not large because
the rolling topography of the area is not conducive to
large floor plates.

Parks:
The Town Center area is located where the River to
River Greenway crosses Robert Street. The Thompson
Oaks Golf Course and Lake is a key property.

The Town Center area is in a good location to capture future retail development. It is centrally
located, has strong traffic counts, is visible from Robert Street and already has several strong anchor
businesses.

Office

Streets:
The Town Center is well served by Robert St,
Wentworth and Thompson Ave. Livingston St on the
west side of Robert Street creates an important paralell
street that helps circulation. The east side of Robert
Street needs additional roads if it is to redevelop.

Parking:
Parking is the dominant land use in the Town Center
area on both sides of Robert Street. The parking lots
are all located on Robert Street - some in front of
buildings, and some to their side.

•

Office space needs are changing and employers are offering less space per employee. This is
decreasing the overall demand for office space.

•

The office market in the area is dominated by small users who seek retail locations that are closest to
their customers.

•

Office vacancy in north Dakota County has been climbing recently.

•

The Downtown Saint Paul Office market is soft. With office building owners offering concessions
downtown, there is a hole in the Class B and C market.

•

Based on forecasted employment growth among office based occupations, the demand for office
space is not strong - up to 35,000 sf by 2020.

•

Office space could be developed on the upper floors of retail / restaurant if the on-site surface
parking can be shared; however mixed-use developments will need substantial amenities.

•

Market rents in the area are $1.30-$1.40 / sf. This is below what would typically be needed to
support structured parking .

Multi Family Residential
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•

Demand for multi-family housing is strong due to low vacancy, rising rents, and favorable
demographics.

•

Strategic parcels should be protected for multi-family housing with proximity to Transit and retail.

4. Target Areas

Town Center: Emerson to Lothenbach

Redevelop the south west corner of Robert and Emerson
with housing to improve the land use continuity across
Robert Street.

•

Extend Crawford north to connect to Emerson.

•

Extend a connection from Crawford, across Robert Street
to Emerson Drive.

•

Create a connection in front of WalMart between
Lothenback and Wentworth.

•

Extend a connection across Robert Street in between
Lothenbach and Wentworth.

Thompson

•

Expand housing on the east side of Robert Street between
Augustana and Thompson.

•

Complete the River to River trail connection across Robert
Street. Integrate the trail into the Town Center.

•

Use all the assets (lake, redevelopment potential, YMCA,
Library, and potential new City Hall) to create a create
a Mixed-Use Town Center in between Thompson and
Wentworth.

•

Connect Lothenbach to Robert Street.

•

Improve pedestrian crossings of Wentworth and Thompson
east of Robert Street.

•

Improve pedestrian connections between Robert Street and
retail buildings in front of Target and the vacated Rainbow.

Lothenbach

T

T

med/large box retail

Organize retail between Wentworth and Lothenbach with a
continuos rear drive aisle that connects parking lots.

Thompson

Wentworth

side loaded retail

•

Wentworth
side loaded retail

Continue to intensify the office uses on the west side of
Livingston to provide valuable day time population for the
Town Center.

Residential

•

Robert Street

side loaded retail

•

Organize retail in front of Menards with a continuous rear
drive aisle that connects par king lots. Gradually redevelop
retail buildings closer to Robert Street and move parking
from in-front of the buildings to the side of the building.

med/large box retail

•

Trransportation and Access Recommendations

Residential

Land Use and Urban Design Recommendations:

Emerson
Robert Street

Residential

Emerson

side loaded retail

Corridor Recommendations

Lothenbach

KEY

KEY

T

Opportunities for mixed-use nodes
that integrate retail, housing and
public open space

Transit node
Locations to improve pedestrian
crossing of Robert Street

Opportunities to introduce housing
onto Robert Street
Approximate locations of new
connections

Opportunities to organize and
condense retail so it is more accessible
and pedestrian friendly

T
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4. Target Areas

Town Center Focus Area

Existing Conditions
Smaller developable blocks

There are several “moving parts” that this Plan seeks to
coordinate to create a Town Center.

•

Developers have expressed interest in assembling properties
north of Wentworth for a new redevelopment

•

The Thompson Oaks Golf Course is not performing well and
has been considered for redevelopment.

•

The City needs to invest in their current City Hall, built
in 1969. They have had preliminary discussions about
relocating the City Hall.

il
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Golf Course
(owned by City)

Oak

The City owns the former Blockbuster Site on the west side
of Robert Street.

Former Blockbuster site
(now owned by City)

Robert St

•

YMCA
property

Crawford Dr

Dakota County is planning the River to River Greenway
across West Saint Paul. It is currently in place east of
Robert Street. The County has been in talks with the City
about how to cross Robert Street and extend the trail to the
west.

Livingston Ave

•

The YMCA, a major landowner, and important community
amenity is contemplating what to do with their property.
It is one of the oldest in their inventory and in need of an
upgrade.

Potential road extension

•

Thompson Ave

Current
development
Agreement

Library
(Owned by County)
Wentworth Ave

Future regional trail
City
Hall

Moving Parts:
The Town Center area has a lot of property in play.
Decisions made in the next few years will determine
whether this area can redevelop into a Town Center.
This Plan provides direction for integrating these
parts.
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Aerial Photo:
The Robert Street properties between Wentworth and
Thompson resemble others along the corridor, but
directly to their east and west are potential amenities
that can be leveraged to create a new Town Center.

4. Target Areas

Town Center Focus Area

Precedents: Civic Centers

Precedents: Mixed Use Centers

A deliberate clustering of civic uses can help create daytime activity and give a sense of place for the
community. Towns across the region have been investing in public facilities as a way of creating pride
in their community. There are economic benefits of clustering public facilities as well. If combined in
an urban environment, the parking can be shared and users of one facility can be customers of nearby
retail and restaurants.

Communities throughout the region are investing in mixed-use redevelopment projects as a way of
creating a sense of place. Mixed-use developments fill an important niche in communities that were
developed primarily in a suburban pattern because they complement and dont compete with the
existing residential and retail base of the community. Mixed-use developments tend to attract new
residents as well as offer options to existing residents as they move through their own phases of life.
Projects that combine mid-rise housing with retail and offices offer opportunities that do not
currently exist in the community yet are increasingly in demand because they put a premium on
walkability, transit access, and convenience. In addition, the higher density of housing next to or
atop the retail / restaurants provides an immediate customer base for local businesses. If designed
carefully, with generous sidewalks and parking behind buildings, the resulting environment can be
walkable, pleasant, and lively.

1

1

Shingle Creek, Brooklyn Park

2

Excelsior and Grand, Saint Louis Park

3

Lyndale/66th, Richfield

2
6
4

3

4

Amercian Blvd, Blomington

5

Excelsior and Grand, Saint Louis Park
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5

Heart of the City, Burnsville

6

Woodbury, MN

4. Target Areas

Town Center Focus Area

Design Principles

Circulation and Land Use
Thompson

Introduce new infrastructure to create smaller, walkable
blocks
The existing block and street network was developed at a time when
access by transit, bicycle, and foot was not highly valued. Today,
connectivity and access by these means is more important and crucial
to creating a Town center.

Create views from Robert Street to Hill and Lake
New streets and building orientations can create windows into the
community from Robert Street. A “window” in between Wentworth
and Thompson can open up views to the Lake and the Hills - both
unique features of West Saint Paul and of the Town Center.

Wentworth

Streets
A new network of streets will create smaller blocks that are
permeable and pedestrian scaled. Smaller blocks and additional
streets will also improve the circulation and access throughout
the area.

* *
*
Integrate the Trail into Public Space
The River to River Greenway should be integrated into pubic space
allowing users of the trail to access public and private amenities and
destinations in the Town Center.

Oakdale

Livingston

Crawford

Mixed
Use

Retail

Housing

Office and
Employment
Office and
Employment
Mixed
Use

With new attractions complementing the library, the lake can become
a central feature accessible to all in the city.

Mixed
Use

New Street
Existing Street

Economic
Development

Civic /
Park

Land Use Alt. 1

Mixed
Use

Mixed
Use

Civic

Office and
Employment
Office and
Employment
Mixed
Use

Land Use Alt. 2
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Mixed
Use

Civic /
Park

Housing

Economic
Development

Land Use
The Town Center should redevelop with a
mix of uses that support each other. The
blocks on Robert Street can have vertically
mixed use housing/retail. The balance of the
golf course can be redeveloped with housing
and employment uses.

4. Target Areas

Retail Anchor to
Town center

Economic
Development

Housing

Oakdale

Livingston Ave

Town Center Focus Area

Robert St

Crawford Dr

Town Center:
Commercial uses as the anchor to the Town Center

YMCA

Housing

Economic
Development

Oakdale

Livingston Ave

Thompson

Recommendations
•

Extend Crawford Street to Thompson Ave to create a developable
block with four sides.

•

Redevelop the Golf Course with a mix of uses that center on the
lake as a primary public amenity.

•

Consider relocating the City Hall to the Town Center to enhance
the daytime population of the area and support local restaurants
and businesses.

•

Create high quality park around the lake consisting of trails
and paths, gathering spaces, small performance area and other
amenities that draw residents to the park throughout the day and
the year.

•

Provide a centralized public parking structure that serves all
users of the Town Center.

•

Attract retailers and restaurants that benefit from pedestrian
transit and bicycle access and proximity to the lake - a new high

Robert St

Crawford Dr

Library
Wentworth Ave

Alternative Town Center:
Civic Uses clustered on the west side of the Lake
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quality public amenity.
•

Work with Dakota County to create a safe and
comfortable trail crossing of Robert Street. Integrate
the trail into public space as much as possible.
Carefully design the trail so it provides access to
destinations in the Town Center.

4. Target Areas

Town Center Focus Area

Regional Trail Crossing
Dakota County is planning and building a River to River
Greenway (formerly named the North Urban Regional Trail,
NURT) through West Saint Paul - connecting the West Saint
Paul to the river and surrounding communities of Lilydale,
Mendota Heights and South Saint Paul. It is being designed
as a long distance trail that will serve riders of varying
abilities. The trail will meet the regional standards and
provide amenities such as benches, trailheads, bike racks and
cultural and environmental interpretive stations to support
recreational use and nonmotorized transportation.

Robert
Street

St Michael’s
Elementary
School & Church

Salem Ev.
Luth. Church

Haskell

Albert

Dodd

Emerson

Oakdale

Livingston Ave

Harmon

Oakdale
Ave. Comm.
Church

Heritage Middle School
St. Joseph’s School
Wakota
Wakot
Life-Care
Life-Ca
Center

St. Croix
Lutheran
High School

Swimming Pool

Orme
Moreland
Elementary
School

Thompson Park
Activity Center

Riverview
rview
Baptist
tist
Church
rch

St. George
Parish

Alt
Al
lt 1 : Un
U
Underpass
nde
derp
derp
rpas
asss
Alt 2: At grade Crossing

Kapos

Thompson County

Kaposia Park

Mud Lake

Swedish
Ev. Luth.
Church

Dakota
Comm.
m.
Inc.

Wentworth Ave

Ice Arena

Dakotas
Children
Inc

Somerset Country Club

This Plan recommends three alternatives. The least costly
option is to cross Robert Street on Wentworth Avenue - at
grade. The intersection would have to be modified slightly and
the trail would likely be either mixed with traffic or buffered on
Wentworth east and West of Robert Street for a few blocks.

TOWN
CENTER

Thompson Oaks Golf Course

Faith United
Meth. Church

Wentworth
We
Library
Lib

St. Stephen’s
Church

City Hall

WSP
W
Sports
Sp
ports
Dome
Dome

Garlough
Elementary
School

Garlough

Crawford Dr

Dodge
Nature
Preschool

Dodge Nature Center

Robert Street

Sports Complex

Marthaler

Southview
Emmanuel
Ev. Luth. Church

Southview Country Club
Dakota Co
Community
Services

The River to River Greenway
The River to River Greenway will link important natural and social
destinations in Dakota County: the Minnesota River, Valley Park in
Mendota Heights, Village at Mendota Heights, Henry Sibley High
School, Dodge Nature Center, Garlough Park Elementary School,
Marthaler Park, the West St. Paul Sports Dome, Robert Street
commercial district, the Wentworth Libary, the YMCA in West St.
Paul, Thompson Oaks Golf Course, Thompson County Park, Kaposia
Park, and the Mississippi River Trail.

Existing

Proposed Alt 1

Aerial perspective of underpass

Photographs of underpass in Boulder CO
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The other option include a grade separated crossing of Robert
Street. Initial feasibility studies for an overpass have been
completed - but were completed without consideration for
how it would best fit into a new Town Center. This Plan
recommends further study of an underpass because there are
some opportunities that arise due to the grade change from
Livingston to Crawford Drive. In particular, the trail could be
well integrated with a plaza on the west side of Robert Street
with the lake on the east side.

YMCA
Y

Weschcke

Livingston Ave

The Trail will go through the Town Center but designs for how
it will traverse the Town Center are not completed. It is critical
that crossing Robert Street is comfortable and safe for all users
so residents of West Saint Paul can realize the full benefits
of the trail. In addition the trail presents an opportunity to
connect the two sides of Robert Street in a way that can only
happen here in the Town Center. If done well, the connection
can enhance the sense of place and allow the entire Town
Center to function as a single place, not as two separate sides of
the street.

4. Target Areas

Town Center Focus Area

Regional Trail Crossing
Regional Trail Crossing: Option 1: Underpass

Robert Street

fo
Craw
r
rd D

Trail Crossing At Grade along Wentworth:
One option for crossing Robert Street would be to keep the trail at-grade and to extend the trail
along Wentworth. This would keep trail riders on the street and would require improvements
to the intersection to make it safe for cyclists of all abilities. Ideally the trail would be a
buffered and protected bike lane along Wentworth and the traffic signal at Robert Street would
be adjusted to ensure safety.
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Crawford Dr

Livingston Ave

Regional Trail Crossing: Option 2: At Grade Crossing

Aerial perspective of underpass

Photographs of
underpass in Boulder CO
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